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AbstratWe study two deomposition problems in ombinatorial geometry. The �rst part of thethesis deals with the deomposition of multiple overings of the plane. We say that a pla-nar set is over-deomposable if there is a onstant m suh that any m-fold overing of theplane with its translates is deomposable into two disjoint overings of the whole plane.Pah onjetured that every onvex set is over-deomposable. We verify his onjeturefor polygons. Moreover, if m is large enough, depending on k and the polygon, we provethat any m-fold overing an even be deomposed into k overings. Then we show thatthe situation is exatly the opposite in three dimensions, for any polyhedron and any mwe onstrut an m-fold overing of the spae that is not deomposable. We also give on-strutions that show that onave polygons are usually not over-deomposable. We startthe �rst part with a detailed survey of all results on the over-deomposability of polygons.The seond part of the thesis investigates another geometri partition problem, relatedto planar representation of graphs. Wade and Chu de�ned the slope number of a graph
G as the smallest number s with the property that G has a straight-line drawing withedges of at most s distint slopes and with no bends. We examine the slope number ofbounded degree graphs. Our main results are that if the maximum degree is at least 5,then the slope number tends to in�nity as the number of verties grows but every graphwith maximum degree at most 3 an be embedded with only �ve slopes. We also prove thatsuh an embedding exists for the related notion alled slope parameter. Finally, we studythe planar slope number, de�ned only for planar graphs as the smallest number s withthe property that the graph has a straight-line drawing in the plane without any rossingssuh that the edges are segments of only s distint slopes. We show that the planar slopenumber of planar graphs with bounded degree is bounded.Keywords. Multiple overings, Deomposability, Sensor networks, Hypergraph olor-ing, Graph drawing, Slope number, Planar graphs.
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RésuméNous étudions deux problèmes de déomposition de la géométrie ombinatoire. La pre-mière partie de ette thèse s'intéresse à la déomposition des reouvrements multiples duplan. On dit qu'un ensemble planaire est reouvrement-déomposable∗ s'il existe une on-stante m de telle sorte que tous les m-fois reouvrements du plan ave ses translatées sontdéomposables en deux reouvrements disjoints du plan tout entier. Pah a onjeturéque tout ensemble onvexe est reouvrement-déomposable. Nous véri�ons sa onjeturepour les polygones. De plus, si m est assez grand, en fontion de k et du polygone, nousmontrons que tous les m-fois reouvrements peuvent être déomposés même en k reouvre-ments. Ensuite, nous montrons qu'en trois dimensions la situation est exatement l'inverse:pour n'importe quel polyèdre et pour toutm, nous onstruisons unem-fois reouvrement del'espae qui n'est pas déomposable. Nous donnons également des onstrutions qui mon-trent que les polygones onaves ne sont généralement pas reouvrement-déomposables.Nous ommençons la première partie ave une étude détaillée de tous les résultats sur lareouvrement-déomposabilité de polygones.La deuxième partie de la thèse étudie un autre problème de partition géométrique, liéà la représentation planaire des graphes. Wade et Chu ont dé�ni le nombre de pente† d'ungraphe G omme le plus petit nombre s ave la propriété que G peut être dessiné avedes segments ayant au plus s pentes distintes. Nous examinons le nombre de pente desgraphes de degré borné. Nos prinipaux résultats sont que, si le degré maximum du grapheest d'au moins 5, alors le nombre de pente tend vers l'in�ni quand le nombre de sommetsroît, mais tout graphe de degré au plus 3 peut être plongé dans le plan ave seulement inqpentes. Nous montrons aussi qu'un tel plongement existe pour la notion appelé paramètrede pente‡. En�n, nous étudions le nombre de pente planaire§, dé�ni seulement pour lesgraphes planaires, omme le plus petit nombre s ave la propriété que le graphe admet undessin linéaire dans le plan sans intersetions et tel que les segments sont de seulement spentes distintes. Nous montrons que le nombre de pente planaire des graphes planairesde degré borné est borné.Mots-lés. Reouvrements multiples, Déomposabilité, Réseaux de sensors, Colorationdes hypergraphes, Dessinage des graphes, Nombre de pente, Graphes planaires.
∗over-deomposable
†slope number
‡slope parameter
§planar slope number iii
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1 Introdution and OrganizationPartitions are one of the best studied and most important notions of ombinatorialmathematis. The number theoreti partition funtion p(n), whih represents the numberof possible partitions of a natural number n, was already studied by Euler. Later manymysterious identities about it were proved by Ramanujan and many more are still stud-ied today, inluding properties of Young-tableaux. In ombinatoris, partitions are oftenalled olorings, whih is just another more visual way to imagine the deomposition ofa set. Coloring the verties or edges of a graph is probably the problem that fasinatedmathematiians more than any other graph theoretial question, from the four-olor on-jeture to Ramsey theory. The investigation of Property B∗ was popularized by Erd®s. Aset system is said to have Property B if the elements of its ground set an be olored withtwo olors suh that no set is monohromati, i.e. eah set ontains both olors. This isstrongly onneted to the following geometri problem.Suppose we have a �nite number of sensors in a planar region R, eah monitoring somepart of R, alled the range of the sensor. Eah sensor has a duration for whih it an beative and one it is turned on, it has to remain ative until this duration is over, afterwhih it will stay inative. A shedule for the sensors is a starting time for eah sensor thatdetermines when it starts to be ative. The goal is to �nd a shedule to monitor R for aslong as we an. For any instane of this problem, de�ne a set system F as follows. Thesensors will be the elements of the ground set of F and the points of R will be the sets.An element is ontained in a set if the respetive sensor monitors the respetive point. Inthe speial ase when the duration of eah sensor is 1 unit of time, we an monitor R for
2 units of time if and only if F has Property B.Pah posed the following related problem. Suppose that every point of the plane isovered by many translates of the same planar set. Is it always possible to deompose thisovering into two overings? Thus our goal is to partition/olor the overing sets suh thatevery point will be ontained in both parts/olor lasses. This question is again equivalentto asking whether ertain families have Property B. Pah onjetured that for every onvexset there is a onstant m suh that any m-fold overing is deomposable into two overings.Suh sets are alled over-deomposable. The �rst part of this thesis is entered around thisonjeture in the ase when the underlying set is a polygon. We show that onvex polygonsare over-deomposable. Moreover, if m is large enough, depending on k and the polygon,we prove that any m-fold overing an even be deomposed into k overings. Then we showthat the situation is exatly the opposite in three dimensions. For any polyhedron and any
m, we onstrut anm-fold overing of the spae that is not deomposable. We also give on-strutions that show that onave polygons† are not usually over-deomposable. We startthe �rst part with a detailed survey of all results on the over-deomposability of polygons.

∗Named after Felix Bernstein who �rst studied this property.
†A polygon is onave if it is not onvex. 1



In the seond part we investigate another geometri deomposition problem related toplanar representation of graphs. Partitioning the edges of a graph to obtain nie drawingsor to show that the graph is omplex in some sense was studied under various onstraints.The thikness of a graph G is de�ned as the smallest number of planar subgraphs it anbe deomposed into. It is one of the several widely known graph parameters that measureshow far G is from being planar. The geometri thikness of G, de�ned as the smallest num-ber of rossing-free subgraphs of a straight-line drawing of G whose union is G, is anothersimilar notion. In this thesis we investigate a related parameter introdued by Wade andChu. The slope number of a graph G is the smallest number s with the property that Ghas a straight-line drawing with edges of at most s distint slopes and with no bends. Itfollows diretly from the de�nitions that the thikness of any graph is at most as largeas its geometri thikness, whih, in turn, annot exeed its slope number. Therefore theslope number is always an upper bound for the other two parameters. The slope numberis also important for the visualization of graphs. Graphs with slope number two an beembedded in the plane using only vertial and horizontal segments. Generally, the smallerthe slope number is, the simpler the visualization beomes.The seond part examines the slope number of bounded degree graphs. Our main re-sults are that if the maximum degree is at least 5, then the slope number tends to in�nityas the number of verties grow, but every graph with maximum degree at most 3 an beembedded with only �ve slopes. The degree 4 ase remains a hallenging open problem.We also prove that suh an embedding exists for the related notion alled slope parameter,whih is de�ned in the seond part. Finally, we study the planar slope number of boundeddegree graphs. This parameter is only de�ned for planar graphs. It is the smallest number
s with the property that the graph has a straight-line drawing in the plane without anyrossings, suh that the edges are segments of only s distint slopes. We show that theplanar slope number of planar graphs with bounded degree is bounded.In the third part we summarize the interesting open questions and onjetures aboutover-deomposition and the slope number. These are followed by the bibliography andmy urriulum vitæ.
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Part IDeomposition of Multiple Coverings2 Introdution and SurveyThis setion mainly follows our manusript with János Pah and Géza Tóth, Surveyon the Deomposition of Multiple Coverings [PPT10℄.Let P = { Pi | i ∈ I } be a olletion of planar sets. We say that P is an m-fold overingif every point in the plane is ontained in at least m members of P. The biggest suh k isalled the thikness of the overing. A 1-fold overing is simply alled a overing.De�nition. A planar set P is said to be over-deomposable if there exists a (minimal)onstant m = m(P ) suh that every m-fold overing of the plane with translates of P anbe deomposed into two overings.We will also refer to the problem of deomposing a overing as the Cover Deompositionproblem. Pah [P80℄ proposed the problem of determining all over-deomposable sets in1980 and made the following onjeture.Conjeture. (Pah) All planar onvex sets are over-deomposable.This onjeture has been veri�ed for open polygons through a series of papers.Theorem A. (i) [P86℄ Every entrally symmetri open onvex polygon is over-deomposable.(ii) [TT07℄ Every open triangle is over-deomposable.(iii) [PT10℄ Every open onvex polygon is over-deomposable.In fat, in [PT10℄ a slightly stronger result is proved. In partiular, it is shown that theunion of �nitely many opies of the same open onvex polygon is also over-deomposable.See also Setion 3 for details. There are several reent negative results as well.Theorem B. [PTT05℄ Conave quadrilaterals are not over-deomposable.In [PTT05℄ it was also shown that ertain type of onave polygons are not over-deomposable either. This has been generalized to a muh larger lass of onave polygonsin [P10℄, see Setion 4 for details. One an ask analogous questions in higher dimensions,and in [P10℄ it is shown that the situation is quite di�erent.Theorem B'. [P10℄ Polytopes are not over-deomposable in the spae and in higher di-mensions.For a over-deomposable set P , one an ask for the exat value of m(P ). In most of theases, the best known upper and lower bounds are very far from eah other. For example,for any open triangle T we have 3 ≤ m(T ) ≤ 19, for the best upper bound see Ás [A10℄.De�nition. Let P be a planar set and k ≥ 2 integer. If it exists, let mk(P ) denotethe smallest number m with the property that every m-fold overing of the plane withtranslates of P an be deomposed into k overings.We onjeture that mk(P ) exists for all over-deomposable P , but we annot proveit in general, see also Question 9.2. In [P86℄ it is shown that for any entrally symmetri3



onvex open polygon P ,mk(P ) exists andmk(P ) ≤ f(k, P ) where f(k, P ) is an exponentialfuntion of k for any �xed P . In [TT07℄ a similar result was shown for open triangles and in[PT10℄ for open onvex polygons. However, all these results were improved to the optimallinear bound in a series of papers.Theorem C. (i) [PT07℄ For any entrally symmetri open onvex polygon P , mk(P ) =
O(k2).(ii) [A08℄ For any entrally symmetri open onvex polygon P , mk(P ) = O(k).(iii) [GV10℄ For any open onvex polygon P , mk(P ) = O(k).The problem of determining mk(P ) an be reformulated in a slightly di�erent way: wetry to deompose an m-fold overing into as many overings as possible. This problem islosely related to the Sensor Cover problem. Gibson and Varadarajan in [GV10℄ provedtheir result in this more general ontext. See Setion 2.3.3 for details.The goal of this setion is to sketh the methods used in the above theorems, and tostate the most important open problems. The �rst paper in this topi was [P86℄, and itsmethods were used by all later papers. Therefore, we �rst onentrate on this paper, andthen we turn to the others.2.1 Basi TriksSuppose that we have a k-fold overing of the plane with a family of translates of anopen polygon P . By a standard ompatness argument, we an selet a subfamily whihstill forms a k-fold overing, and is loally �nite. That is, eah point is overed �nitelymany times. Therefore, we will assume without loss of generality that all overings areloally �nite.2.1.1 Dualization methodIn [P86℄ the results are proved in the dual setting. Suppose we have a olletion P =
{ Pi | i ∈ I } of translates of P . Let Oi be the enter of gravity of Pi. The olletion P is a
k-fold overing of the plane if and only if every translate of P̄ , the re�etion of P throughthe origin, ontains at least k points of the olletion O = { Oi | i ∈ I }.The olletion P = { Pi | i ∈ I } an be deomposed into two overings if and only ifthe set O = { Oi | i ∈ I } an be olored with two olors, suh that every translate of P̄ontains a point of eah of the olors. Note that the ardinality of I an be arbitrary. Usingthat P and P̄ are either both over-deomposable, or none of them is, we have proved thefollowing.Lemma 2.1. P is over-deomposable if and only if there is an m, suh that given anypoint set S, with the property that any translate of P ontains at least m points of S, anbe olored with two olors suh that any translate of P ontains points of both olors.Note that the same argument applies if we want to deompose the overing into k > 2overings. All mentioned papers use the same approah, that is, they all investigate theovering problem in the dual setting. Thus, from now on we will also investigate the problemin the dual setting. 4



2.1.2 Divide et impera � Redution to wedgesThis approah is also from [P86℄ and it is used in all papers on the topi. Two hal�ines,both of endpoint O, divide the plane into two parts, W1 and W2, whih we all wedges. Alosed wedge ontains its boundary, an open wedge does not. Point O is alled the apex ofthe wedges. The angle of a wedge is the angle between its two boundary hal�ines, measuredinside the wedge.Let P be a polygon of n verties and we have a multiple overing of the plane withtranslates of P . Then, the over deomposition problem an be redued to wedges asfollows.Divide the plane into small regions, say, squares, suh that eah square intersets at mosttwo onseutive sides of any translate of P . If a translate of P ontains su�iently manypoints of S, then it ontains many points of S in one of the squares, beause every translatean only interset a bounded number of squares. We olor the points of S separately ineah of the squares suh that if a translate of P ontains su�iently many of them, then itontains points of both olors. If we fous on the subset S ′ of S in just one of the squares,then any translate of P �looks like� a wedge orresponding to one of the verties of P .That is, if we onsider W1, . . . ,Wn, the wedges orresponding to the verties of P , thenany subset of S ′ that an be ut o� from S by a translate of P , an also be ut o� by atranslate of one of W1, . . . ,Wn. Note that S ′ is �nite beause of the loally �niteness ofour original overing.Lemma 2.2. P is over-deomposable if there is an m, suh that any �nite point set San be olored with two olors suh that any translate of any wedge of P that ontains atleast m points of S, ontains points of both olors.Again, the same argument an be repeated in the ase when we want to deompose aovering into k > 2 overings. Thus, from now on, we will be interested in oloring pointsets with respet to wedges when proving positive results. But in fat oloring point setswith respet to wedges an also be very useful to prove negative results as is shown by thenext lemma.2.1.3 TotalitarianismSo far our de�nition only onerned overings of the whole plane, but we ould inves-tigate overings of any �xed planar point set.De�nition 2.3. A planar set P is said to be totally-over-deomposable if there exists a(minimal) onstant mT = mT (P ) suh that every mT -fold overing of ANY planar pointset with translates of P an be deomposed into two overings. Similarly, let mT
k (P ) denotethe smallest number mT with the property that every mT -fold overing of ANY planar pointset with translates of P an be deomposed into k overings.This notion was only de�ned in [P10℄, however, the proofs in earlier papers all workfor this stronger version beause of Lemma 2.2. Sometimes, when it an lead to onfusion,we will all over-deomposable sets plane-over-deomposable. By de�nition, if a set istotally-over-deomposable, then it is also plane-over-deomposable. On the other hand,5



there are sets (maybe even polygons) whih are plane-over-deomposable, but not totally-over-deomposable. E.g. the disjoint union of a onave quadrilateral and a far enoughhalfplane is suh a set. For these sets the following stronger version of Lemma 2.2 is true.Lemma 2.4. The open polygon P is totally-over-deomposable if and only if there is an
mT suh that any �nite point set S an be olored with two olors suh that any translateof any wedge of P that ontains at least mT points of S, ontains points of both olors.Note that if we want to show that a set is not plane-over-deomposable, then we an�rst show that it is not totally-over-deomposable using this lemma for a suitable pointset S and then adding more points to S and using Lemma 2.1. Of ourse, we have tobe areful not to add any points to the translates that show that P is not totally-over-deomposable. This is the path followed in [PTT05℄ and also in [P10℄, but there the pointset S annot always be extended. This will be disussed in detail in Setion 4.2.2 Boundary MethodsLet W be a wedge, and s be a point in the plane. A translate of W suh that its apexis at s, is denoted by W (s). More generally, if W is onvex, then for points s1, s2, . . . sk,
W (s1, s2, . . . sk) denotes the minimal translate of W (for ontainment) whih ontains
s1, s2, . . . sk.Here we sketh the proof of Theorem A (i) from [P86℄, in the speial ase when P is anaxis-parallel square. This square has an upper-left, lower-left, upper-right, and lower-rightvertex. To eah vertex there is a orresponding wedge, whose apex is at this vertex andwhose sides ontain the sides of the square inident to this vertex. Denote the orrespondingwedges by Wul, Wll, Wur, and Wlr, respetively. We refer to these four wedges as P -wedges.Let S be a �nite point set. By Lemma 2.2 it is su�ient to prove the following.Lemma 2.5. S an be olored with two olors suh that any translate of a P -wedge whihontains at least �ve points of S, ontains points of both olors.It will be very useful to de�ne the boundary of S with respet to the wedges of P . It is ageneralization of the onvex hull; a point s of S is on the onvex hull if there is a halfplanewhih ontains s on its boundary, but none of the points of S in its interior.De�nition 2.6. The boundary of S with respet to a wedge W , BdW (S) = {s ∈ S :
W (s) ∩ S = ∅}. Two W -boundary verties, s and t are neighbors if W (s, t) ∩ S = ∅.It is easy to see that W -boundary points have a natural order where two verties areonseutive if and only if they are neighbors. Observe also that any translate ofW intersetsthe W -boundary in an interval. Now the boundary of S with respet to the four P -wedgesis the union of the four boundaries.The Wlr- and a Wll-boundary meets at the highest point of S (the point of maximum
y-oordinate, whih does not have to be unique, but for simpliity let us suppose it is),the Wll- and a Wul-boundary meets at the rightmost point, the Wul- and a Wur-boundarymeets at the lowest point, and the Wur- and a Wlr-boundary meets at the leftmost point.See Figure 1. For simpliity, translates of P -wedges, Wul, Wll, Wur, Wlr, are denoted by
Wul, Wll, Wur, Wlr, respetively. 6
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WulFigure 1: The boundary of a point set.Points of S whih are not boundary verties, are alled interior points. The maindi�erene between the onvex hull and the boundary, with respet to P , is that in theyli enumeration of all boundary verties obtained by joining the natural orders on thefour parts of the boundary together, a vertex ould our twie. These are alled singularverties, the others are alled regular verties. However, it an be shown that no vertex anappear three times in the yli enumeration, and all singular verties have the same type:either all of them belong to Wul and Wlr, or all of them belong to Wur and Wll. This alsoholds for any entrally symmetri onvex polygon, singular boundary verties all belongto the same two opposite boundary piees.The most important observation is the following.Observation 2.7. If a translate of a P -wedge, say, Wll, ontains some points of S, thenit is the union of three subsets: (i) an interval of the boundary whih ontains at least onepoint from the Wll-boundary, (ii) an interval of the boundary whih ontains at least onepoint from the Wur-boundary, (iii) interior points. Note that (i) is non-empty, while (ii)and (iii) ould be empty. Analogous statements hold for the other three wedges, and alsofor other symmetri polygons.A �rst naive attempt for a oloring ould be to olor all the boundary blue, and theinterior red. Clearly, it is possible that there is a wedge that ontains lots of boundaryverties and no interior verties, so this oloring is not always good. Another naive attemptould be to olor boundary verties alternatingly red and blue. There is an obvious parity-problem here, and a problem with the singular verties. But there is another, more seriousproblem, that a translate of a wedge ould ontain just one boundary vertex, and lots ofinterior verties. So, we have to say something about the olors of the interior vertiesbut this leads to further ompliations. It turns out that a �mixture� of these approahesworks.De�nition 2.8. We all a boundary vertex s r-rih if there is a translate W of a P -wedge,7



suh that s is the only W -boundary vertex in W but W ontains at least r points of S.∗This de�nition is used in di�erent proofs with a di�erent onstant r, but when it leadsto no onfusion, then we simply write rih instead of r-rih. In this proof rih means 5-rih,thus a boundary vertex s is rih if there is a wedge that intersets the W -boundary in sand ontains at least four other points.†Our general oloring rule will be the following.(1) Rih boundary verties are blue.(2) There are no two red neighbors.(3) Color as many points red as possible, that is, let the set of red points R ⊂ S be maximalunder ondition (1) and (2).Note that from (3) we an dedue(4) Interior points are red.A oloring that satis�es these onditions is alled a proper oloring. There ould bemany suh proper olorings of the same point set, and for entrally symmetri polygons,eah of them is good for us. In [P86℄ an expliit proper oloring is given.Now we are ready to �nish the argument.Proof of Lemma 2.5. Suppose that S is olored properly andW is a translate of a P -wedge,suh that it ontains at least �ve points of S. We an assume without loss of generality that
W ontains exatly �ve points of S. By Observation 2.7, W intersets the W -boundary of
S in an interval.First we �nd a blue point in W . If the above interval ontains just one point then thispoint is rih as the wedge ontains at least �ve points, and rih points are blue aording to(1). If the interval ontains at least two points, then one of them should be blue aordingto (2).Now we show that there is also a red point in W . If W ontains any interior point,then we are done aording to (4). So we an assume by Observation 2.7 that W ∩S is theunion of two intervals, and all points in W are blue. Sine we have �ve points, one of them,say, x, is not the endpoint of any of the intervals. If it is not rih, then, aording to (3),it or one of its neighbors, all ontained in W , is red. So, x should be rih. But then thereis a translate W ′ of a P -wedge, whih ontains only x as a boundary vertex, and ontains�ve points. Using that S is entrally symmetri, it an be shown that S ∩W ′ is a propersubset of S ∩ W , a ontradition, sine both ontain exatly �ve points. This onludesthe proof of Lemma 2.5.If we only onsider wedges with more points, we an guarantee more red points in them.Lemma 2.9. In a proper oloring of S, any translate of a P -wedge whih ontains at least
5k points of S, ontains at least one blue point and at least k red points.

∗In [P86℄ and [PT07℄ a slightly di�erent de�nition is used, there s is required to be the only vertexfrom the whole (ant not only from the W -) boundary in the translate of W . For symmetri polygons bothde�nitions work, but, for example, for triangles only the above given de�nition an be used.
†Note that instead of r = 5 we ould also pik r = 4 to de�ne rih points in this proof and only thelast line would require a little more attention. 8



The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5, the di�erene is that now we olor
5k-rih points red and we have to be a little more areful when ounting red points, espe-ially beause of the possible singular points. Then, we an reolor red points reursivelyby Lemma 2.9, and we obtain an exponential upper bound onmk(P ). Analogous statementholds for any entrally symmetri open onvex polygon, therefore, we haveTheorem 2.10. For any symmetri open onvex polygon P , there is a cP suh that any
ckP -fold overing of the plane with translates of P an be deomposed into k overings.2.2.1 Deomposition to Ω(

√
m) parts for symmetri polygonsHere we sketh the proof of Theorem C (i), following the proof of [PT07℄, whih is amodi�ation of the previous proof. We still assume for simpliity that P is an axis parallelsquare. The basi idea is the same as in the previous proof. Let k ≥ 2. We will olor Swith k olors suh that any P -wedge that ontains at least m = 18k2 points ontains all kolors. We de�ne k boundary layers and denote them by B1, B2, . . . , Bk, respetively. Thatis, denote the boundary of S by B1 and let S2 = S \B1. Similarly, for any i < k, one wehave Si, let Bi be the boundary of Si and let Si+1 = S \ Bi. Boundary layer Bi will be�responsible� for olor i. Color i takes the role of blue from the previous proof, while redpoints are distributed �uniformly� among the other k − 1 olors.Slightly more preisely, a vertex v ∈ Bi is rih if there is a translate of a P -wedgethat intersets Si in at least 18k2 − 18ki points, and v is the only boundary vertex init. We olor rih verties of Bi with olor i, and olor �rst the remaining singular, thenthe regular points periodially: 1, i, 2, i, . . . , k, i, 1, . . . The main observation is that if a P -wedge intersets Bi (for any i) in at least 18k points, then it ontains a long interval whihontains a point of eah olor.∗ Otherwise, it has to interset eah of the boundary layers,but then for eah i, its intersetion with Bi ontains a rih point of olor i.2.2.2 TrianglesThe main di�ulty with non-symmetri polygons is that Observation 2.7 does nothold here; the intersetion with a translate of a P -wedge is not the union of two boundaryintervals and some interior points. In the ase of triangles Tardos and Tóth [TT07℄ managedto overome this di�ulty, with a partiular version of a proper oloring, thus provingTheorem A (ii), we sketh their proof in this setion. For other polygons a di�erent approahwas neessary, we will see it later.Suppose that P is a triangle with verties A, B, C. There are three P -wedges, WA,

WB, and WC . We de�ne the boundary just like before, it has three parts, the A-, B-, and
C-boundary, eah of them is an interval in the yli enumeration of the boundary verties.Here omes the �rst di�ulty, there ould be a singular boundary vertex whih appearsthree times in the yli enumeration of boundary verties, one in eah boundary. It iseasy to see that there is at most one suh vertex, and we an get rid of it by deomposing
S into at most four subsets, suh that in eah of them singular boundary points all belongto the same two boundaries, just like in the ase of entrally symmetri polygons. Forsimpliity of the desription, assume that S has only regular boundary verties.

∗This 18 ould be improved with a more areful analysis.9
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Figure 2: On the left, x is singular, on the right, there are only regular boundary verties.Again, we all a boundary vertex s rih if there is a translate W of a P -wedge, suhthat s is the only W -boundary vertex in W but W ontains at least �ve points of S.Our oloring will still be a proper oloring, that is(1) Rih boundary verties are blue.(2) There are no two red neighbors.(3) Color as many points red as possible, that is, let the set of red points R ⊂ S be maximalunder ondition (1) and (2).(4) Interior points are red.But in this ase, we will desribe expliitly, how to obtain the set of red points. Theoloring will be a kind of greedy algorithm. Consider the linear order on the lines of theplane that are parallel to the side BC, so that the line through A de�ned smaller than theline BC. We de�ne the partial order <A on the points with x <A y if the line through xis smaller than the line through y. We have A <A B and A <A C. Similarly de�ne thepartial order <B aording to the lines parallel to AC with B <B C and B <B A, and thepartial order <C aording to the lines parallel to AB with C <C A and C <C B.First, olor all rih boundary verties blue. Now take the A-boundary verties of S andonsider them in inreasing order aording to <A. If we get to a point that is not olored,we olor it red and we olor every neighbor of it blue. These neighbors may have alreadybeen olored blue (beause they are rih, or beause of an earlier red neighbor) but they arenot olored red sine any neighbor of any red point is immediately olored blue. Continue,until all of the A-boundary is olored. Color the B- and C-boundaries similarly, using theother two partial orders.Suppose that W is a translate of a P -wedge, suh that it ontains at least �ve pointsof S. We an assume without loss of generality that W ontains exatly �ve points of S.Assume that W is a translate of WA. The other two ases are exatly the same. To �nda blue point, we proeed just like in the previous setion, and it works for any properoloring. We know that W intersets the A-boundary of S in an interval. If this intervalontains just one point, then it is rih, so it is blue. It the interval ontains at least twopoints, then one of them should be blue. 10



Now we show that there is also a red point in W . If W ontains any interior point, thenwe are done. Therefore, we assume that all �ve points in W are boundary verties. Sinethere are �ve points in W , one of them, say, x, is not (i) the �rst or last A-boundary vertexin W , and (ii) not the <A-minimal B-boundary point in W , and (iii) not the <A-minimal
C-boundary point in W .Suppose that x is rih. Then there is a translate W ′ of a P -wedge, whih ontains only
x as a boundary vertex, and ontains �ve points. It an be shown by some straightforwardgeometri observations that S ∩ W ′ is a proper subset of S ∩ W , a ontradition, sine
S ∩W both ontain �ve points. So, x an not be rih. But then why would it be blue? Theonly reason ould be that in the oloring proess one of its neighbors on the boundary, y,was olored red earlier. But then again, some geometri observations show that y ∈ W ,whih shows that there is a red point in W . This onludes the proof.The same idea works if we have singular boundary verties whih all belong to, say, tothe A- and B-boundaries. The only di�erene is that we have to synhronize the oloringproesses on the A- and B-boundaries, so that we get to the ommon verties at the sametime.By a slightly more areful argument we obtainLemma 2.11. The points of S an be olored with red and blue suh that any translate ofa P -wedge whih ontains at least 5k + 3 of the points, ontains a blue point and at least
k red points.If we apply Lemma 2.11 reursively, we get an exponential bound on mk(P ).Lemma 2.12. For any open triangle P , every 7· 5k−15

20
-fold overing of the plane withtranslates of P an be deomposed into k overings.2.3 Path Deomposition and Level CurvesIn this hapter we present two generalizations of the boundary method that are usedto prove the other positive theorems, Theorem A (iii), C (ii) and C (iii).2.3.1 Classi�ation of wedgesIn order to prove Theorem A (iii), that says all open onvex polygons are over-deomposable, in [PT10℄ some new ideas were developed. In the previous results we oloreda point set with respet to P -wedges, for some polygon P . In this paper, point sets areolored with respet to an arbitrary set of wedges.De�nition. Suppose that W = { Wi | i ∈ I } is a olletion of wedges. W is said to benon-on�iting or simply NC, if there is a onstant m with the following property. Any�nite set of points S an be olored with two olors suh that any translate of a wedge

W ∈ W that ontains at least m points of S, ontains points of both olors.∗
∗Note that if a olletion of wedges, W = { Wi | i ∈ I } is NC, then so is W = { W ∗

i
| i ∈ I } where

W ∗
i is the losure or interior of the wedge Wi. This is true beause if we perturbate any S suh that thesegment determined by any two points beomes non-parallel to any side of any of the wedges, then theolletion of sets of points that an be ut o� from S by a translate of a wedge from W will not derease.11



It turns out that a single wedge is always NC. Then pairs of wedges whih are NC areharaterized. Finally, it is shown that a set of wedges is NC if and only if eah pair isNC. From this haraterization it follows diretly that for any onvex polygon P , the setof P -wedges is NC.Lemma 2.13. A single wedge is NC.A very important tool in the the proof of Lemma 2.13, and the following lemmas, isthe path deomposition whih is the generalization of the onept of the boundary. We givethe proof of Lemma 2.13 to illustrate this method.Proof. Let S be a �nite point set and W a wedge. We prove the statement with k = 3,that is, S an be olored with two olors suh that any translate of W that ontains atleast 3 points of S, ontains a point of both olors. Suppose �rst that the angle of W is atleast π. Then W is the union of two halfplanes, A and B. Take the translate of A (resp.
B) that ontains exatly two points of S, say, A1 and A2 (resp. B1 and B2). There mightbe oinidenes between A1, A2 and B1, B2, but still, we an olor the set {A1, A2, B1, B2}suh that A1 and A2 (resp. B1 and B2) are of di�erent olors. Now, if a translate of Wontains three points, it ontains either A1 and A2, or B1 and B2, and we are done.Suppose now that the angle of W is less than π. We show that in this ase the NCproperty holds with k = 2. We an assume that the positive x-axis is in W , this anbe ahieved by an appropriate rotation. For simpliity, also suppose that no diretiondetermined by two points of S is parallel to the sides of W as with a suitable perturbationthis an be ahieved.For any �xed y, let W (2; y) be the translate of W whih(1) ontains at most two points of S,(2) its apex has y-oordinate y, and(3) its apex has minimal x-oordinate.It is easy to see that for any y, W (2; y) is uniquely de�ned. Examine, how W (2; y) hangesas y runs over the real numbers. If y is very small (smaller than the y-oordinate of thepoints of S), then W (2; y) ontains two points, say X and Y , and one more, Z, on itsboundary. As we inrease y, the apex of W (2; y) hanges ontinuously. How an the set
{X, Y }, of the two points in W (2; y) hange? For a ertain value of y, one of them, say,
X , moves to the boundary. At this point we have Y inside, and two points, X , and Zon the boundary. If we slightly further inrease y, then Z replaes X , that is, Y and Zwill be in W (2; y) (see Figure 3). As y inreases to in�nity, the set {Z, Y } ould hangeseveral times, but eah time it hanges in the above desribed manner. De�ne a diretedgraph whose verties are the points of S, and there is an edge from u to v if v replaed uduring the proedure. We get two paths, P1 and P2. The pair (P1, P2) is alled the pathdeomposition of S with respet to W , of order two (see Figure 4).Color the verties of P1 red, the verties of P2 blue. Observe that eah translate of Wthat ontains at least two points, ontains at least one vertex of both P1 and P2. Thisompletes the proof. �We an de�ne the path deomposition of S with respet to W , of order k very similarly.Let W (k; y) be the translate ofW whih (1) ontains at most k points of S, (2) its apex has
y-oordinate y, and (3) its apex has minimal x-oordinate. Suppose that for y very small,12
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Figure 4: Path deompositions of order two. P1 = X1X2 . . ., P2 = Y1Y2 . . ..
W (k; y) ontains the points r1, r2, . . . , rk, and at least one more on its boundary. Just likein the previous desription, as we inrease y, the set {r1, r2, . . . , rk} hanges several times,suh that one of its elements is replaed by some other vertex. De�ne a direted graphon the verties of S suh that there is an edge from r to s if s replaed r at some point.We get the union of k direted paths, PW

1 , PW
2 , . . ., PW

k , whih is alled the order k pathdeomposition of S with respet to W . Note that the order 1 path deomposition is justthe W -boundary of S, so this notion is a generalization of the boundary.∗Observation 2.14. (i) Any translate of W ontains an interval of eah of PW
1 , PW

2 , . . .,
PW
k , and (ii) if a translate of W ontains k points of S, then it ontains exatly one pointof eah of PW

1 , PW
2 , . . ., PW

k .Now we investigate the ase when we have two wedges. We distinguish several asesaording to the relative position of the two wedges, V and W .Type 1 (Big): One of the wedges has angle at least π.
∗But in general, P1(r) is not the boundary for higher order path deompositions! Although the unionof the paths ontains the boundary, the points of the boundary do not neessarily form a path.13



For the other ases, we an assume without loss of generality that W ontains thepositive x-axis. Extend the boundary hal�ines of W to lines, they divide the plane intofour parts, Upper, Lower, Left, and Right, whih latter is W itself. See Figure 5.Type 2 (Halfplane): One side of V is in Right and the other one is in Left. That is,the union of the wedges over a halfplane. See Figure 6.Type 3 (Contain): Either (i) one side of V is in Upper, the other one is in Lower, or(ii) both sides are in Right or (iii) both sides are in Left. See Figure 7.Type 4. (Hard): One side of V is in Left and the other one is in Upper or Lower.This will be the hardest ase. See Figure 8.Type 5. (Speial): Either (i) one side of V is in Right and the other one is in Upperor Lower, or (ii) both sides are in Upper, or (iii) both sides are in Lower. That is, theunion of the wedges is in an open halfplane whose boundary ontains the origin, but noneof them ontain the other. See Figure 9.It is not hard to see that there are no other possibilities.Lemma 2.15. Let W = {V,W} be a set of two wedges, of Type 1, 2, 3, or 4. Then W isNC.This lemma is proved in Setion 3, for eah ase separately. It is also shown in [P10℄that if W = {V,W} is a set of two wedges of Type 5 (Speial), then W is not NC. For theproof and its onsequenes see Setion 4. In ase of several wedges we haveLemma 2.16. A set of wedges W = {W1,W2, . . . ,Wt} is NC if and only if any pair
{Wi,Wj} is NC.It is obvious that if two wedges are not NC then W an not be NC. Therefore, a set ofwedges is NC if and only if none of the pairs is of Type 5 (Speial). The proof of Lemma2.16 an again be found in Setion 3. In fat, a somewhat stronger statement is true. Atthe end of Setion 3 it is shown that if W is NC, then for any k there is an mk suh thatany �nite point set an be olored with k olors suh that if a translate of a wedge from
W ontains at least mk points, then it ontains all k olors.To �nish the proof of Theorem A (iii), observe that two wedges orresponding to theverties of a onvex polygon annot be of Type 1 (Big) or of Type 5 (Speial). A summaryof the whole proof of the theorem an be found at the end of Setion 3.2.3.2 Level urves and deomposition to Ω(k) parts for symmetri polygonsThe level urve method was invented by Aloupis et. al. [A08℄ at the same time andindependently from the path deomposition. Again suppose that the angle of W is lessthan π and W ontains the positive x-axis. Now de�ne the level urve of depth r+1, C(r),as the olletion of the apies of W (r; y).∗ Another equivalent way to de�ne C(r) is as theboundary of the union of all the translates of W ontaining at most r points.Note that this urve onsists of straight line segments that are parallel to the sides ofW .
C(0) goes through all the boundary points, this shows that this notion is a generalization

∗In [A08℄ they denote this by C(r + 1) beause they work with losed wedges.14
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of the boundary. If p ∈ C(r), then |W (p)∩S| is either r or r−1 and it is r−1 only a �nitenumber of times, when the respetive translate has a point on both of its sides.Now with the level urve method, we prove Theorem C (ii), as was done in [A08℄.Suppose our symmetri polygon P has 2n verties. We denote the P -wedges belongingto them in lokwise order by W0, . . . ,W2n−1. All the indies should be onsidered in thissetion modulo 2n. We all two wedges Wi and Wj antipodal if i + n ≡ j modulo 2n,that is, if they are the wedges belonging to two opposite verties of the polygon. A ruialobservation is (already used in [P86℄) that any two P -wedges that are not antipodal, overa half-spae.For every side of P , take two lines parallel to it that ut o� 2r + 2 points from eahside of S. Denote the intersetion of the n stripes formed by these lines by T . Any largeenough wedge has to interset T , thus it is enough to are about the wedges whose apexlies in T . Now if we onsider the level urves CWi(r), a simple geometri observation showsthat only level urves belonging to antipodal wedges may ross inside T and some furtheranalysis shows that in fat there an be only one suh pair (note the similarity to thesingular points in ase of symmetri polygons). This means that the regions ut o� from
T by the urves CWi(r) are all disjoint with the possible exeption of one pair. Withoutloss of generality, these are the urves of W0 and Wn.Another easy observation shows that any translate of Wi that ontains at least 3r + 5points, must ontain a point from CWi(r)∩T , thus also a translate of Wi whose apex is onthe level urve inside T , ontaining r points from S. Therefore it is enough to are aboutthese wedges, whose apex lies on the respetive level urve. It is possible to parametrizethese wedges with the irle parameterized by [0, 2n) suh that W (t) is a translate of W⌊t⌋.A ruial geometri observation is that if p ∈ W (⌊t⌋ + x) ∩W (⌊t⌋ + z), where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1and 0 ≤ z ≤ n, then p ∈ W (⌊t⌋+y) for all x ≤ y ≤ z. If p ∈ W (⌊t⌋+x)∩W (⌊t⌋+z), where
0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and n ≤ z ≤ n + 1, then p is ontained in two antipodal wedges implying thatit is ontained in translates of W0 and Wn but in no translates of any other other wedgefrom W (t). Therefore, every p is ontained either in an interval of the irle [0, 2n), or intwo intervals, one of whih is a subinterval of [0, 1], the other of [n, n + 1]. The simplestis if we take are of these two types separately, as any big wedge ontains a lot of pointsfrom one of these groups. The �rst type forms a irular interval graph, if every point ofthe irle is overed m′-fold, then we an deompose this to m′/3 overings with a simplegreedy algorithm. In the seond type, we want to olor points with respet to a wedge andits rotation with 180 degrees. The greedy algorithm again gives a good deomposition froman m′′-fold overing into m′′/3 overings. Putting the numbers together this implies that
mk ≤ 18k+ 5 for any system of wedges derived from a symmetri polygon. This has to bemultiplied by a onstant depending on the shape of the polygon that omes from Lemma2.2 to get a bound for the multiple-over-deomposability funtion mk of the polygon.2.3.3 Deomposition to Ω(k) parts for all polygonsThe deomposition to multiple overings is also motivated by the following problem,alled Sensor Cover problem.Suppose we have a �nite number of sensors in a region R, eah monitoring some partof R, whih is alled the range of the sensor. Eah sensor has a duration for whih it an16



be ative and one it is turned on, it has to remain ative until this duration is over, afterwhih it will stay inative. The load of a point is the sum of the durations of all rangesthat ontain it, and the load of the arrangement of sensors is the minimum load of thepoints of R. A shedule for the sensors is a starting time for eah sensor that determineswhen it starts to be ative.The goal is to �nd a shedule to monitor the given area, R, for as long as we an.Clearly, the over deomposability problem is a speial ase of the Sensor Cover problem,when the duration of eah sensor is the same. Gibson and Varadarajan in [GV10℄ provedtheir result in this more general ontext.Theorem D. [GV10℄ For any open onvex polygon P there is a c(P ) suh that for anyinstane of the Sensor Cover problem with load k · c(P ) where eah range is a translate of
P , there is a polynomial time omputable shedule suh that every point is monitored for
k time units.In the speial ase where the duration of eah sensor is 1 unit of time and R is thewhole plane, this is equivalent to Theorem C (iii). As the proof is essentially the same, wewill only sketh the proof for this speial ase to avoid hanging terminology. In their proofthey use the usual dualization and redution to wedges, beause of whih it is enough toprove the following theorem (for the speial ase).Theorem D'. [GV10℄ If W = { Wi | i ∈ [n] } is a system of P -wedges, then there is an
αn depending only on n, suh that any point set S an be olored with k olors suh thatany translate of a wedge from W that ontains at least αnk points, ontains all k olors.Note that any two P -wedges are of Type 2 (Halfplane), 4 (Hard) or a speial ase of 3(Contain). Their main lemma is the following easy observation.Lemma 2.17. For any point set Q ⊂ P , any wedge W , any k and any L ≥ 2k, we anpartially olor the points of Q with k olors suh that any translate of W that ontains Lpoints of P and at least 2k points of Q ontains at most 2k olored points but ontains all
k olors. Moreover, if a point z is olored, then all points in Q ∩W (z) are olored.Proof. In every step take a point from Q that overs a maximal, yet unovered intervalof CW (L)∗ until the whole urve is overed, then olor these points with one olor andrepeat.The trik is that we obtain a partial oloring using this lemma for a arefully hosensubset of P , any one of the wedges, W1 ∈ W, k and an L = f(n)k (onstant depending on
n to be spei�ed later) suh that αn−1k points remain unolored in any translate of anywedge from W ′ = W \ W1 that previously ontained at least αnk points. After applyingthis partial oloring n times, we are done.Before we an speify Q, we need to de�ne an order on the plane for every line thatis parallel to the side of a wedge. (Thus together this gives at most 2n orders for generalwedges, for P -wedges it would give n.) The order is very similar to the one used for trianglesin [TT07℄. For a wedge W and a line ℓ parallel to one of its sides, de�ne p <ℓ q if the lineparallel to ℓ through q intersets W (p). (So in the speial ase of P -wedges, pi and pi+1

∗Here and later, the level urves are always with respet to P and not to Q.17



are the minimal verties of P aording to <pipi+1
.) For simpliity, we just refer to theseorders as the 2n orders de�ned by the system W.Now we an de�ne Q. A point p ∈ P is in Q if there is a translate of W1 ontainingexatly L points from P in whih p is not among the �rst αn−1k points in any of the

2n − 2 orders de�ned by W ′. Now let us apply Lemma 2.17 to this Q, W1, k and L =
((2n− 1)αn−1 + 6)k. Note that eah translate of W1 whose apex lies on the urve CW (2k)will ontain at least 2k points of Q as L ≥ ((2n− 2)αn−1 + 2)k.Claim 2.18. If Wi ∈ W ′ ontains αnk points from P , where αn ≥ 3αn−1 + 6, then itontains αn−1k unolored points after applying the oloring of Lemma 2.17 to Q, W1, kand L = ((2n− 1)αn−1 + 6)k.Proof. The proof depends on the type of W1 and Wi. First suppose they are of Type2 (Halfplane). Take a translate of Wi, Wi(x) ontaining αnk points of P . If it does notinterset the level urve CW1(L), then we did not olor any of its points, we are done. If itintersets this level urve, then the intersetion an be only one point, z. Moreover, W1(z)ontains all the olored points ontained inWi(x). Sine W1(z) ontains at most 2k oloredpoints, we are done if αnk ≥ (αn−1 + 2)k.The seond ase we onsider is, if they are of Type 3 (Contain), suh that a translateof Wi is (not neessarily properly) ontained in −W1 (the wedge obtained by re�eting W1to the origin). Take a translate of Wi, Wi(x) ontaining αnk points of P . If it does notinterset the level urve CW1(L), then we did not olor any of its points, we are done. Ifthere is a z ∈ CW1(L) for whih W1(z)∩Wi(x) ontains at least (αn−1+2)k points, then weare done as only 2k of these an be olored. Otherwise, for any z ∈ CW1(L)∩Wi(x) denoteby az and bz the points where the boundary of W1(z) and Wi(x) meet. So if z is one of thetwo ends of the interval CW1(L) ∩Wi(x), we have az = z or, respetively, bz = z. We alsoknow that for any z ∈ CW1(L), the wedge W1(z) ontains at least L−((2n−2)αn−1)k pointsof Q. A ontinuity argument shows that there is a z′ for whih both W1(az′) and W1(bz′)ontain at least (L− ((2n− 2)αn−1)k − (αn−1 + 2)k) /2 points. If this number is at least
2k, then Wi(x) \ W1(z

′) annot ontain any olored points beause of the moreover partof Lemma 2.17. This implies that Wi(x) an ontain only the at most 2k olored points of
W1(z

′). So for this ase we need the additional ondition L ≥ ((2n− 1)αn−1 + 6)k.Finally, notie that in the remaining ases, Wi an be ut into three parts, W 1
i , W 2

i and
W 3

i , suh that W 1
i and W 3

i have a side parallel to one of the sides of W1 and for eah thereis a halfplane that ontains it with W1, while W 2
i is ontained in −W1. If Wi(x) ontains atleast αnk points of P , then at least one of these three wedges must ontain at least αnk/3points. If it is W 2

i , then we are done as in the previous ase if αnk ≥ 3(αn−1 + 2)k. If it isone of the other two wedges, then we arrive to our last ase.Suppose Wi(x) ontains at least αnk/3 points of P , and there is a triangle suh that Wiand W1 are among its three wedges. Without loss of generality, suppose that their parallelside is the horizontal, they are ontained in the �upward� halfplane and W1 looks right, Wileft. Again, if Wi(x) does not interset the level urve CW1(L), then we did not olor any ofits points, we are done. If it does, then onsider the olored points in Wi(x) in inreasingorder with respet to the order de�ned by the non-horizontal side ofW1. If there are at most
2k olored points in Wi(x), then we are done. Otherwise, denote the 2k+1st olored pointaording to this order by y. Sine y is olored, there is a z ∈ Wi(x) ∩ CW1(L) for whih18



y ∈ W1(z). If z /∈ Wi(x), then W1(z) must ontain all the points that are smaller than y inthe order, a ontradition, as it an ontain at most 2k olored points. If z ∈ Wi(x), thenwe an use the property that y ∈ Q. A point was seleted to Q from P only if there is atranslate of W1 ontaining exatly L points from P in whih p is not among the �rst αn−1kpoints in any of the 2n−2 orders de�ned by W ′ = W\W1. The apex of this translate of W1must be on Wi(x) ∩ CW1(L). But then Wi(x) also ontains the αn−1k points smaller than
y in the order de�ned by the non-horizontal side of Wi, whih are neessarily unolored,thus we are done.Therefore we are also done with the proof of the theorem. Note that the bound that weget for αn grows superexponentially with n beause apart from αn ≥ 3αn−1 + 6, we mustalso guarantee αn ≥ L = ((2n− 1)αn−1 + 6)k to make sure that also the translates of W1ontain all k olors. We would like to remark that this bound an be made exponential byintroduing a more sophistiated notation and demanding a di�erent �α� for eah wedgein eah step (so when there are j wedges left, then the �α� of Wi should be approximately
2i3j).2.4 Indeomposable ConstrutionsIn this setion we survey results about overings that annot be deomposed into twooverings. The �rst suh example was given in [MP86℄, where it was shown that the unitball is not over-deomposable. Thus for any k there is a overing of R3 with unit ballssuh that every point is overed by at least k balls, but the overing annot be deomposedinto two overings. Later in [PTT05℄ several other onstrutions were given, all based onthe geometri realization of the same hypergraph not having Property B∗. It was shownby Erd®s [E63℄ that the smallest number of sets of size k that do not have Property Bis at least 2k−1, so any indeomposable onstrution must be exponentially big. With astandard appliation of the Lovász Loal Lemma [EL75℄ it an also be shown for �nie�geomteri sets that if every point is overed by less than exponentially many translates,then the overing is deomposable.We start by presenting the onstrution of [PTT05℄ using onave quadrilaterals provingTheorem B. Then we brie�y preview the results of Setion 4.2.4.1 Conave quadrilateralsWe present the onstrution in the dual ase. We suppose that the verties of thequadrilateral, Q, are A,B,C and D in this order, the obtuse angle being at D. Thisimplies that WA and WC are of Type 5 (Speial), moreover, they belong to an even morespeial sublass: When we translate the wedges suh that their apies are in the origin,then they are disjoint and there is an open halfplane that ontains both of their losures(see the two right examples in Figure 9). For simpliity, let us suppose that WA is a verythin wedge that ontains a horizontal segment and WC is a very thin wedge that ontains

∗We say that a hypergraph has Property B if the elements of the ground set an be olored with twoolors suh that any hyperedge ontains both olors.19



a vertial segment, the onstrution would work for any other two wedges that are derivedfrom a onave quadrilateral.First we give a �nite set of points and a �nite number of translates that show that
Q is not totally-over-deomposable. Then we show how this onstrution is extendableto give a overing of the whole plane. The onstrution is based on a onstrution usingtranslates of the wedges WA and WC . We will use these wedges to realize the following
k-uniform hypergraph, H. The verties of the hypergraph are sequenes of length less than
k onsisting of the numbers from 1 through k: V (H) = [k]<k. There are two kinds ofhyperedges. The �rst kind ontains sequenes of length l whose restrition to their �rst
l− 1 members is the same. The seond kind onsists of a length k− 1 sequene and all itspossible restritions. So H has roughly kk verties and edges.

Figure 10: Indeomposable overing with two speial wedges of a onave quadrilateral.The hyperedges of the �rst kind are realized by translates of WA, the seond kind bytranslates of WC . The verties of the hypergraph are all very lose to a vertial line. Also,verties that belong to a hyperedge of the �rst kind are all on a horizontal line, for eahedge on a di�erent one (see Figure 10). It is easy to see that this is indeed a geometrirealization of H, so the points annot be olored with two olors suh that every translateof WA and WC of size k ontains both olors.Now we need to extend the orresponding overing to the whole plane. Before we do,notie that it an be ahieved that the enters of all translates of Q used in the onstrutionlie on the same line. After going bak from the dual to the primal, this means that wehave a set of points, S, on a line, ℓ, and an indeomposable, k-fold overing of them withtranslates of Q. Add all translates of Q to our overing that are disjoint from S (see Figure11). It is lear that the resulting overing remains indeomposable. Moreover, now everypoint not in S will be overed in�nitely many times∗, beause Q annot have two sides thatare parallel to ℓ, so we an �go in� between any two points of S. Note that this statementis not neessarily true for arbitrary onave polygons, this is why the onstrution of [P10℄is not always extendable this way.
∗The onstrution an of ourse be modi�ed to get a loally �nite overing using a standard ompatnessargument. 20



Figure 11: Extending the original 2-fold overing of the four points by the solid quadrilat-erals to a 2-fold overing of the whole plane by adding the dotted quadrilaterals.2.4.2 General onave polygons and polyhedraThe onstrution for onave polygons di�ers from the quadrangular ase beause it isno longer true that any pair of Type 5 (Speial) wedges have the property that they anbe translated suh that their apies are in the origin and they are disjoint (see the two leftexamples in Figure 9). Beause of this a di�erent hypergraph (also not having PropertyB) is realized. This onstrution has less points (about 4k) and is more general as it anbe realized by any pair of Type 5 (Speial) wedges. The details an be found in Setion 4.However, this onstrution is not always extendable to give an indeomposable overingof the whole plane. Di�erent notions of over-deomposability and their onnetions are alsostudied in Setion 4. Finally, as a orollary of the onstrution, it is also shown at the end ofSetion 4 that polyhedra (both onvex and onave) are not over-deomposable. This on-strution is extandable, thus we obtain that polyhedra are not spae-over-deomposable.
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3 Deomposition of Coverings by Convex PolygonsThis setion is based on our paper with Géza Tóth, Convex polygons are over-deomposable [PT10℄.Our main result is the strongest statement, (iii), of Theorem A, whih laimsTheorem A. Every open onvex polygon is over-deomposable.We start by realling some old de�nitions and making some new ones. Then we establishthe earlier unproved Lemma 2.15 and 2.16, and �nally, we summarize the proof of TheoremA.3.1 PreparationNow let W be a wedge, and X be a point in the plane. A translate of W suhthat its apex is at X , is denoted by W (X). More generally, for points X1, X2, . . .Xk,
W (X1, X2, . . .Xk) denotes the minimal translate of W (for ontainment) whose losureontains X1, X2, . . .Xk. The set of all translates of W is denoted by TrW and the set ofthose translates that ontain exatly k points from a point set S is denoted by TrWk (S).The re�etion of W about the origin is denoted by −W .We an assume without loss of generality that the positive x-axis is in W , and that notwo points from our point set, S, have the same y-oordinate. Both of these an be ahievedby an appropriate rotation. We say that X <y Y if the y-oordinate of X is smaller thanthe y-oordinate of Y . This ordering is alled the y-ordering. A subset I of S is an intervalof S if ∀X <y Y <y Z ∈ S : X,Z ∈ I → Y ∈ I.The boundary of S with respet to W , BdW (S) = {X ∈ P : W (X) ∩ S = ∅}. Notethat a translate of W always intersets the boundary in an interval. For eah X ∈ BdW (S)the shadow of X is ShW (X) = {Y ∈ S : W (Y ) ∩ BdW (S) = X}. Observe that ∀X, Y ∈
BdW (S) : ShW (X) ∩ ShW (Y ) = ∅.Now we give another proof using these notions for Lemma 2.13 that laims that anysingle wedge, W , is NC. In fat, we show that if the angle of W is less than π, then thepoints of S an be olored with two olors suh that any wedge that has at least two pointsontains both olors (so the NC property holds with k = 2).Proof. Color the points of the boundary alternating, aording to the order <y. For everyboundary point X , olor every point in the shadow of X to the other olor than X . Colorthe rest of the points arbitrarily. Any translate of W that ontains at least two points,ontains one or two boundary points. If it ontains one boundary point, then the otherpoint is in its shadow, so they have di�erent olors. If it ontains two boundary points,then they are onseutive points aording to the y-order, so they have di�erent olorsagain. �.3.2 NC wedges - Proof of Lemma 2.15 and 2.16Now we an turn to the ase when we have translates of two or more wedges at the sametime. Remember that any pair of wedges belong to a Type determined by their relativeposition. The di�erent types are lassi�ed in Setion 2.3.1 and are depited in Figures 6,22



7, 8, 9. It is shown in [P10℄ that if W = {V,W} is a set of two wedges of Type 5 (Speial),then W is not NC. In a series of lemmas we show that all other pairs are NC, thus provingLemma 2.15.Lemma 3.1. Let W = {V,W} be a set of two wedges, of Type 3 (Contain). Then W isNC.
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V V
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V V
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Figure 12: Type 3 (Contain)Note that this proof ould be made slightly simpler with an argument similar to theone used in the proof of Lemma 2.17, here we reprodue the original proof.Proof. We an assume that W ⊃ V or W ⊃ −V and W ontains the positive x-axis,just like on the two right diagrams of Figure 12. Let (PW
1 , PW

2 , . . . , PW
k ) be the pathdeomposition of S with respet to W , of order k.Observe that any translate of V intersets any PW

i in an interval of it. Indeed, if
X1 <y X2 <y X3 ∈ PW

i , then X2 ∈ W (X1, X3) ∩ −W (X1, X3), whih is a subset of
V (X1, X3) ∩ −V (X1, X3). See Figure 13.
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V WFigure 13: W (X1, X3) ∩ −W (X1, X3) ⊂ V (X1, X3) ∩ −V (X1, X3).We show that we an olor the points of S with red and blue suh that any translate of

W whih ontains at least 4 points, and any translate of V whih ontains at least 14 points,ontains points of both olors. Consider (PW
1 , PW

2 , PW
3 , PW

4 ), the path deomposition of
S with respet to W , of order 4. We olor PW

1 and PW
2 suh that every W ′ ∈ TrW4 (S)ontains a blue point of them, and every V ′ ∈ TrV7 (P
W
1 ∪ PW

2 ) ontains points of botholors. Similarly, we olor PW
3 and PW

4 suh that every W ′ ∈ TrW4 (S) ontains a red pointof them, and every V ′ ∈ TrV7 (P
W
3 ∪ PW

4 ) ontains points of both olors. Finally, we olorthe rest of the points R = S \(PW
1 ∪PW

2 ∪PW
3 ∪PW

4 ) suh that every V ′ ∈ TrV2 (R) ontainspoints of both olors. 23



Reall that for anyW ′ ∈ TrW4 (S), |W ′∩PW
1 | = |W ′∩PW

2 | = |W ′∩PW
3 | = |W ′∩PW

4 | = 1.For any X ∈ PW
1 , Y ∈ PW

2 , if there is a W ′ ∈ TrW4 (S) with W ′ ∩ PW
1 = {X} and

W ′∩PW
2 = {Y }, then we say that X and Y are friends. If X (resp. Y ) has only one friend

Y (resp. X), then we all it a fan (of Y , resp. of X). If X or Y has at least one fan, thenwe say that it is a star. Those points that are neither fans, nor stars are alled regular.For an example, see Figure 4. On the left �gure, Y1 is a star, its fans are X2 and X3,the other points are regular. On the right, Y2 is a star, its fan is X2, the other points areregular.Suppose �rst that all points of PW
1 and PW

2 are regular. Color every third point of PW
1 ,red and the others blue. In PW

2 , olor the friends of the red points blue, and olor the restof the points of PW
2 (every third) red. For any W ′ ∈ TrW4 , W ′ ∩ PW

1 and W ′ ∩ PW
2 arefriends, therefore, at least one of them is blue. On the other hand, any V ′ ∈ TrV7 (P

W
1 ∪PW

2 )ontains three onseutive points of PW
1 or PW

2 , and they have both olors.Suppose now that not all the points of PW
1 and PW

2 are regular. Color all stars blue.The �rst and last friend of a star, in the y-ordering, is either a star or a regular vertex, theothers are fans. Color the friends of eah star alternatingly, aording to the y-ordering,starting with blue, exept the last two friends; olor the last one blue, the previous onered. The so far unolored regular points of PW
1 and PW

2 form pairs of intervals. We oloreah suh pair of interval the same way as we did in the all-regular ase, oloring the �rstpoint of eah pair of intervals red. See Figure 14.Clearly, if W ′ ∈ TrW4 then it ontains at least one blue point of PW
1 ∪ PW

2 . If V ′ ∈
TrV7 (P

W
1 ∪PW

2 ), then it ontains four onseutive points of PW
1 or PW

2 , say, X1, X2, X3, X4,in PW
1 . If X <y Y <y Z ∈ PW

1 ∩ V ′ and Y is a star, then V ′ must ontain all fans of Y aswell. Indeed, the fans of Y are inW (X,Z)\(W (X)∪W (Z)), and by our earlier observations,this is in V (X,Z) ⊂ V ′. So, if either X2 or X3 is a star, then V ′ ontains a red point,sine every star has a red fan. Sine the star itself is blue, we are done in this ase. If
X1, X2, X3, X4 ontains three onseutive regular verties then we are done again, by theoloring rule for the regular intervals. So we are left with the ase when X1 and X4 arestars, X2 and X3 are regular. But in this ase V ′ also ontains the ommon friend Y of X2and X3 in PW

2 , whih is also a regular vertex. By the oloring rule for the regular intervals,one of Y , X2 and X3 is red, the other two are blue, so we are done.
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Figure 14: Two examples of oloring of PW
1 ∪ PW

2 . Friends are onneted by edges.24



For PW
3 ∪ PW

4 we use the same oloring rule as for PW
1 ∪ PW

2 but we swith the rolesof the olors. So any W ′ ∈ TrW4 ontains at least one red point of PW
3 ∪ PW

4 and any
V ′ ∈ TrV7 (P

W
3 ∪ PW

4 ) ontains both olors.Finally, we have to olor the rest of the points R = S \ (PW
1 ∪ PW

2 ∪ PW
3 ∪ PW

4 ) suhthat every V ′ ∈ TrV2 (R) ontains points of both olors. This an be ahieved by the �rstproof of Lemma 2.13.Now any W ′ ∈ TrW4 ontains at least one blue and at least one red point. If V ′ ∈ TrV14,then either it ontains at least two points of R = P \ (PW
1 ∪ PW

2 ∪ PW
3 ∪ PW

4 ), or at leastseven points of PW
1 ∪PW

2 , or at least seven points of PW
3 ∪PW

4 , and in all ases it ontainspoints of both olors. This ompletes the proof of Lemma 3.1. �De�nition 3.2. Suppose that W = {V,W} is a pair of wedges. W is said to be asymmetrinon-on�iting or simply ANC, if there is a onstant k with the following property. Any�nite set of points S an be olored with red and blue suh that any translate of V thatontains at least k points of S, ontains a red point, and any translate of W that ontainsat least k points of S, ontains a blue point.The next tehnial result allows us to simplify all following proofs.Lemma 3.3. If a pair of wedges is not of Type 5 (Speial), and ANC, then it is also NC.
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Figure 15: Type 5 (Speial)Proof. We an assume without loss of generality that V ontains the positive x-axis, and
W ontains either the positive or the negative x-axis. Suppose that {V,W} is ANC, let
k > 0 arbitrary, and let S be a set of points. First we olor BdV (S). Let U be a wedgethat also ontains the positive x-axis, but has a very small angle. Then translates of V andtranslates of U both interset BdV (S) in its intervals. Clearly, the pair {U,W} is of Type3 (Contain), therefore, by Lemma 3.1, we an olor BdV (S) suh that any translate of W ,
W ′ ∈ TrW4 (BdV (S)) and any translate of U , U ′ ∈ TrU14(BdV (S)) ontains both olors. Butthen any translate of V , V ′ ∈ TrV14(BdV (S)) ontains both olors as well.Now we have to olor S \BdV (S). We divide it into three parts as follows.

Sb = {X ∈ S \BdV (S) | ∀Y ∈ V (X) ∩BdV (S), Y is blue},
Sr = {X ∈ S \BdV (S) | ∀Y ∈ V (X) ∩ BdV (S), Y is red},

S0 = S \ (BdV (S) ∪ Sb ∪ Sr).Any translate V ′ ∈ TrV that intersets Sb in at least one point, must ontain at leastone blue point, from BdV (S), so we only have to make sure that it ontains a red point25



too. Similarly, any V ′ ∈ TrV that intersets Sr in at least one point, must ontain a redpoint, and any V ′ ∈ TrV that intersets S0 must ontain points of both olors.Thus, we an simply olor S0 suh that any W ′ ∈ TrW2 (S0) ontains both olors, whihan be done by Lemma 2.13.With Sb, and with Sr, respetively, we proeed exatly the same way as we did with Sitself, but now we hange the roles of V and W . We get the (still unolored) subsets Sb,b,
Sb,r, Sb,0, Sr,b, Sr,r, Sr,0 with the following properties.

• Any translate V ′ ∈ TrV or W ′ ∈ TrW , that intersets Sb,b (resp. Sr,r) in at leastone point, must ontain at least one blue (resp. red) point.
• Any translate V ′ ∈ TrV that intersets Sb,r (resp. Sr,b) ontains a blue (resp. red)point, and any translate W ′ ∈ TrW that intersets Sb,r (resp. Sr,b) ontains a red(resp. blue) point.
• Any translate V ′ ∈ TrV that intersets Sb,0

(resp. Sr,0) ontains a blue (resp. red)point, and any translate W ′ ∈ TrW that intersets Sb,0 (resp. Sr,0) ontains pointsof both olors.Color all points of Sb,b and Sb,0 red, olor all points of Sr,r and Sr,0 blue. Finally,olor Sb,r using the ANC property of the pair (V,W ), and similarly, olor Sr,b also usingthe ANC property, but the roles of red and blue swithed. Now it is easy to hek that inthis oloring any translate of V or W that ontains su�iently many points of S, ontainsa point of both olors. �Remark 3.4. In [P10℄ it has been proved that if {V,W} is a Speial pair, then {V,W} isnot ANC. So, the following statement holds as well.Lemma 3.3'. If a pair of wedges is ANC, then it is also NC.Lemma 3.5. Let W = {V,W} be a set of two wedges, of Type 1 (Big). Then W is NC.Proof. By Lemma 3.3, it is enough to show that {V,W} is ANC. Let W be the wedgewhose angle is at least π. Then W is the union of two halfplanes, say, H1 and H2. Translateboth halfplanes suh that they ontain exatly one point of S, denote them by X1 and X2,respetively. Note that X1 may oinide with X2. Color X1 and X2 red, and all the otherpoints blue. Then any translate of W that ontains at least one point, ontains a red point,and any translate of V that ontains at least three points, ontains a blue point. �Lemma 3.6. Let W = {V,W} be a set of two wedges, of Type 2 (Halfplane). Then W isNC.Proof. Again, it is enough to show that they are ANC. Sine {V,W} is of Type 2 (Half-plane), BdV (S) and BdW (S) have at most one point in ommon. If BdV (S) and BdW (S)are disjoint, then olor BdV (S) blue, BdW (S) red, and the other points arbitrarily. Thenany nonempty translate of V (resp. W ) ontains a blue (resp. red) point.26



V
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VFigure 16: Type 2 (Halfplane)Otherwise, let X be their ommon point. Let P = BdV (S)∪BdW (S)\X, and onsiderits V -boundary, BdV (P ), and W -boundary, BdW (P ). Clearly, eah point in P = BdV (S)\
X belongs to BdV (P ), and eah point in P = BdW (S) \X belongs to BdW (P ).If BdV (P ) and BdW (P ) are disjoint, then olor BdV (S) blue, BdW (P ) and the otherpoints red. Then any nonempty translate of V ontains a blue point. Suppose that we havea translate of W with two points, both blue. Then it should ontain X , and a point of
BdV (P ). But this ontradits our assumption that BdV (P ) and BdW (P ) are disjoint. So,any translate of W whih ontains at least two points of S, ontains a red point.If BdV (P ) and BdW (P ) are not disjoint, then they have one point in ommon, let Ybe their ommon point. If Y belongs to BdW (P ), then olor BdV (S) blue, BdW (P ) andthe other points red. Then, by the same argument as before, any nonempty translate of
V ontains a blue point, and any translate of W whih ontains at least two points of S,ontains a red point. Finally, if Y belongs to BdV (P ), then we proeed analogously, butthe roles of V and W , and the olors, are swithed. �Lemma 3.7. Let W = {V,W} be a set of two wedges, of Type 4 (Hard). Then W is NC.
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VFigure 17: Type 4 (Hard)Proof. As usual, we only prove that {V,W} is ANC. Assume that W ontains the positive
x-axis. Just like in the de�nition of the di�erent types, extend the boundary hal�ines of
W to lines, they divide the plane into four parts, Upper, Lower, Left, and Right, latter ofwhih is W itself. We an assume without loss of generality that V ontains the negative
x-axis, one side of V is in Upper, and one side is in Left, just like on the left of Figure 17.Observe that if a translate of V and a translate of W interset eah other, then one ofthem ontains the apex of the other one.Claim 3.8. For any point set P and X ∈ P , either BdV (P \ X) \ BdV (P ) = ∅ or
BdW (P \X) \BdW (P ) = ∅. 27



Proof. Suppose on the ontrary that Y ∈ BdV (P \ X) \ BdV (P ) and Z ∈ BdW (P \
X) \ BdW (P ). Then X ∈ V (Y ) and X ∈ W (Z), so V (Y ) and W (Z) interset eahother, therefore, one of them ontains the other one's apex, say, Z ∈ V (Y ). But this is aontradition, sine Y is a boundary point of P \X . �Return to the proof of Lemma 3.7. Color BdV (S)\BdW (S) red, and BdW (S)\BdV (S)blue, the interior points arbitrarily. Now onsider the points of BdV (S)∩BdW (S). For any
X ∈ BdV (S) ∩ BdW (S), if BdV (S \X) \ BdV (S) 6= ∅, then olor it red, if BdW (S \X) \
BdW (S) 6= ∅, then olor it blue. For eah of the remaining points Y we have BdV (S \ Y ) \
BdV (S) = BdW (S \ Y ) \BdW (S) = ∅. Color eah of these points suh that they have theopposite olor than the the previous point of BdV (S) ∩BdW (S), in the y-ordering.To prove that this oloring is good, let V ′ ∈ TrV2 , V ′ ∩ S = {X, Y }. If it intersets
BdV (S) \ BdW (S), we are done. So assume that V ′ ∩ BdV (S) ⊂ BdV (S) ∩ BdW (S). Let
X ∈ V ′ ∩ BdV (S). If X is red, then by the oloring rule, BdV (S \ X) \ BdV (S) = ∅.But then Y is also a V -boundary point, so we have Y ∈ BdV (S) ∩ BdW (S). Again wean assume that Y is red, so BdV (S \ Y ) \ BdV (S) = ∅. Suppose that X <y Y . Sine
V ′ ∩ S = {X, Y }, X and Y are onseutive points of BdV (S) ∩ BdW (S). Now it is nothard to see that BdW (S \ Y ) \ BdW (S) = ∅. Therefore, by the oloring rule, X and Yhave di�erent olors. For the translates of W the argument is analogous, with the olorsswithed. �Now we turn to the ase when we have more than two wedges.Lemma 3.9. For any s, t > 0 integers, there is a number f(s, t) with the following property.Let W = {W1,W2, . . . ,Wt} be a set of t wedges, suh that any pair {Wi,Wj} is NC,and let S be a set of points. Then S an be deomposed into t parts, S1, S2, . . . , St, suhthat for i = 1, 2, . . . , t, for any translate W ′

i of Wi, if |W ′
i ∩S| ≥ f(s, t) then |W ′

i ∩Si| ≥ s.Proof. The existene of f(1, 2) is equivalent to the property that the orresponding twowedges are ANC. Now we show that f(s, 2) exists for every s. Let V and W be two wedgesthat form a NC pair. Let P V
1 , P V

2 , . . . , P V
s2f(1,2) be the path deomposition of S of order

s2f(1, 2), with respet to V . For i = 1, 2, . . . , s, let
Hi = ∪isf(1,2)

j=(i−1)sf(1,2)+1P
V
j .For eah Hi, take the W -path deomposition, PW

1 (Hi), . . . , P
W
sf(1,2)(Hi), and for eah j =

1, 2, . . . , s, let
Hj

i = ∪jf(1,2)
k=(j−1)f(1,2)+1P

W
k (Hi).For every i, j = 1, 2, . . . , s, olor Hj

i , suh that any translate of V (resp. W ) that intersetsit in at least f(1, 2) points, ontains at least one red (resp. blue) point of it. This is possible,sine the pair {V,W} is ANC.Consider a translate V ′ of V that ontains at least s2f(1, 2) points of S. For every i, V ′intersets Hi in sf(1, 2) points, so there is a j suh that it intersets Hj
i in at least f(1, 2)points. Therefore, V ′ ontains at least one red point of Hj

i , so at least s red points of S.Consider now a translate W ′ of W that ontains at least s2f(1, 2) points of S. Thereis an i suh that W ′ intersets Hi in at least sf(1, 2) points. Therefore, it intersets eahof PW
1 (Hi), . . . , P

W
sf(1,2)(Hi), in at least one point, so for j = 1, 2, . . . , s, W ′ intersets Hj

i28



in at least f(1, 2) points. Consequently, it ontains at least one blue point of eah Hj
i , soat least s blue points of S.Now let s, t > 2 �xed and suppose that f(s′, t−1) exists for every s′. Let {W1, . . . ,Wt}be our set of wedges, suh that any pair of them is NC. Let s′ = f(s, 2). Partition our pointset S into S ′

1, S
′
2, . . . , S

′
t−1 suh that for i = 1, 2, . . . , t − 1, for any translate W ′

i of Wi, if
|W ′

i ∩S| ≥ f(s′, t−1) then |W ′
i ∩S ′

i| ≥ s′ = f(s, 2). For eah i = 1, 2, . . . , t−1, partition S ′
iinto two parts, S ′′

i and St
i , suh that for any translate W ′

i of Wi, if |W ′
i ∩S ′

i| ≥ f(s, 2) then
|W ′

i ∩ S ′′
i | ≥ s, and for any translate W ′

t of Wt, if |W ′
t ∩ S ′

i| ≥ f(s, 2) then |W ′
t ∩ St

i | ≥ s.Finally, for i = 1, 2, . . . , t− 1, let Si = S ′′
i and let St = ∪t−1

j=1S
t
j . For i = 1, 2, . . . , t− 1, anytranslate W ′

i of Wi, if |W ′
i ∩S| ≥ f(s′, t−1) then |W ′

i ∩S ′
i| ≥ s′ = f(s, 2), so |W ′

i ∩Si| ≥ s,And for any translateW ′
t ofWt, if |W ′

i ∩S| ≥ f(s′, t−1), then for some i = 1, 2, . . . t−1,
|W ′

t ∩ S ′
i| ≥ f(s′,t−1)

t−1
≥ f(s, 2), therefore, |W ′

t ∩ St
i | ≥ s, so |W ′

t ∩ St| ≥ s. This onludesthe proof of Lemma 3.9. �Remark 3.10. The proofs of Lemmas 3.1, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 imply that f(1, 2) ≤ 8. Com-bining it with the proof of Lemma 3.9 we get the bound f(s, t) ≤ (8s)2
t−1.As a orollary, we have an now prove Lemma 2.16.Lemma 2.16. A set of wedges W = {W1,W2, . . . ,Wt} is NC if and only if any pair

{Wi,Wj} is NC.Proof. Clearly, if some pair {Wi,Wj} is not NC, then the whole set W is not NC either.Suppose that every pair {Wi,Wj} is NC. Deompose S into t parts S1, S2, . . . , St with theproperty that for i = 1, 2, . . . , t, for any translate W ′
i of Wi, if |W ′

i ∩ S| ≥ f(3, t) then
|W ′

i ∩Si| ≥ 3. Then, by Lemma 2.13, eah Si an be olored with red and blue suh that if
|W ′

i ∩Si| ≥ 3 then W ′
i ontains points of both olors. So this oloring of S has the propertythat for i = 1, 2, . . . , t, for any translate W ′

i of Wi, if |W ′
i ∩ S| ≥ f(3, t) then it ontainspoints of both olors. �3.3 Summary of Proof of Theorem AAlthough we have already established Theorem A, we �nd it useful to give anothersummary of the omplete proof.Suppose that P is an open onvex polygon of n verties and P = { Pi | i ∈ I } is aolletion of translates of P whih forms an M-fold overing of the plane. We will set thevalue of M later. Let d be the minimum distane between any vertex and non-adjaent sideof P . Take a square grid G of basi distane d/2. Obviously, any translate of P intersetsat most K = 4π(diam(P ) + d)2/d2 basi squares. For eah (losed) basi square B, usingits ompatness, we an �nd a �nite subolletion of the translates suh that they stillform an M-fold overing of B. Take the union of all these subolletions. We have a loally�nite M-fold overing of the plane. That is, every ompat set is interseted by �nitelymany of the translates. It is su�ient to deompose this overing. For simpliity, use thesame notation P = { Pi | i ∈ I } for this subolletion.We formulate and solve the problem in its dual form. Let Oi be the enter of gravityof Pi. Sine P is an M-fold overing of the plane, every translate of P̄ , the re�etion of Pthrough the origin, ontains at least M points of the loally �nite set O = { Oi | i ∈ I }.29



The olletion P = { Pi | i ∈ I } an be deomposed into two overings if and only ifthe set O = { Oi | i ∈ I } an be olored with two olors, suh that every translate of P̄ontains a point of both olors.Let W = {W1,W2, . . . ,Wn} be the set of wedges that orrespond to the verties of P̄ .By the onvexity of P̄ , no pair {Wi,Wj} is of Type 5 (Speial), therefore, by the previousLemmas, eah pair is NC. Consequently, by Lemma 2.16, W is NC as well. So there is an
m with the following property.* Any set of points S an be olored with two olors suh that any translate of W1, . . . ,Wnthat ontains at least m points of S, ontains points of both olors.ChooseM suh thatM ≥ mK, and olor the points ofO in eah basi square separately,with property *.Sine any translate P ′ of P̄ intersets at most K basi squares of the grid G, P ′ ontainsat least M/K ≥ m points of O in the same basi square B′. By the hoie of the grid G, B′ontains at most one vertex of P ′, hene B′∩P ′ = B′∩W , where W is a translate of some
Wi ∈ W. So, by property *, P ′ ontains points of O ∩ B′ of both olors. This onludesthe proof of Theorem A. �3.4 Conluding RemarksThroughout this setion we made no attempt to optimize the onstants. However, itmay be an interesting problem to determine (asymptotially) the smallest m in the proofof Theorem A.Another interesting question is to deide whether this onstant depends only on thenumber of verties of the polygon, or on the shape as well. In partiular, we annot verifythe following.Conjeture 3.11. There is a onstant m suh that any m-fold overing of the plane withtranslates of a onvex quadrilateral an be deomposed into two overings.With a slight modi�ation of our proof of Theorem A, we get the following more generalresult about deomposition to k overings.Theorem A'. For any open onvex polygon (or onave polygon without Type 5 (speial)wedges), P , and any k, there exists a (smallest) number mk(P ), suh that any mk(P )-foldovering of the plane with translates of P an be deomposed into k overings.Our proof gives mk(P ) < KP (8k)

2n−1 , where KP is the onstant K from the proofof Theorem A and n is the number of verties of P . The best known lower bound on
mk(P ) is ⌊4k/3⌋ − 1 [PT07℄. Reently Gibson and Varadarajan [GV10℄ proved TheoremC (iii), whih is a linear upper bound for all onvex polygons. However, their proof doesnot work for any over-deomposable polygon, beause they handle only one ase of Type3 (Contain). For a summary of their result see the end of Setion 2. We onjeture that alinear upper bound also holds for over-deomposable onave polygons.Conjeture 3.12. For any over-deomposable polygon P , mk(P ) = O(k).For more related onjetures see Setion 9.30



Our proofs use the assumption that the overing is loally �nite, and for open polygonswe ould �nd a loally �nite subolletion whih is still a m-fold overing. Still, we stronglybelieve that Theorem A holds for losed onvex polygons as well.

31



4 Indeomposable Coverings by Conave PolygonsThis setion is based on my paper, Indeomposable overings with onave polygons[P10℄.The main goal of this setion is to prove results about non-over-deomposable poly-gons. To understand some of the results, we need to reall the notions introdued in Setion2.1.3.De�nition 2.3. A planar set P is said to be totally-over-deomposable if there exists a(minimal) onstantmT = mT (P ) suh that every mT -fold overing of ANY planar point setwith translates of P an be deomposed into two overings. Similarly, let mT
k (P ) denotethe smallest number mT with the property that every mT -fold overing of ANY planarpoint set with translates of P an be deomposed into k overings.When we want to emphasize the di�erene from the original de�nition, we will allthe over-deomposable sets plane-over-deomposable. By de�nition, if a set is totally-over-deomposable, then it is also plane-over-deomposable. On the other hand, we an-not rule out the possibility that there are sets, or even polygons, whih are plane-over-deomposable, but not totally-over-deomposable.The results of Theorem A all remain true if we write totally-over-deomposable insteadof over-deomposable and similarly, in Theorem C we an replae mk(P ) with mT

k (P ). Infat in the proofs of these theorems, these more general laims are proved. The proof ofTheorem B establishes �rst that onave quadrilaterals are not totally-over-deomposableand then extends the overing, proving that they are also not plane-over-deomposable.The main result of this setion is a generalization of Theorem B. We show that almost all(open or losed) onave polygons are not totally-over-deomposable and prove that mostof them are also not plane-over-deomposable. We need the �almost� beause TheoremA' implies that any onave polygon without Type 5 (Speial) wedges is totally-over-deomposable.Our main result is the followingTheorem E. If a polygon has a pair of Type 5 (Speial) wedges, then it is not totally-over-deomposable.
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Figure 18: Type 5: Speial pair of wedgesTogether with the previous theorem, this gives a omplete haraterization of totally-over-deomposable open polygons; an open polygon is totally-over-deomposable if andonly if it does not have a Speial pair of wedges.32



We show that every onave polygon with no parallel sides has a pair of Speial wedges,therefore we haveTheorem E'. If a onave polygon has no parallel sides, then it is not totally-over-deomposable.The proof of these theorems an be found in Setion 4.1. The problem of deidingplane-over-deomposability for onave polygons is still open. However, in Setion 4.2, weprove that a large lass of onave polygons are not plane-over-deomposable. We alsoshow that any �interesting� overing of the plane uses only ountably many translates.(However, we do not onsider here the problem when we want to deompose into in�nitelymany overings; the interested reader is referred to the paper of Elekes, Mátrai and Soukup[EMS10℄.)Finally, in Setion 4.3, we investigate the problem in three or more dimensions. Thenotion of totally-over-deomposability extends naturally and we an also introdue spae-over-deomposability. Previously, the following result was known.Theorem F. Mani-Levitska, Pah [MP86℄ The unit ball is not spae-over-deomposable.Using our onstrution, we establish the �rst theorem for polytopes whih shows thatthe higher dimensional ase is quite di�erent from the two dimensional one.Theorem B'. Polytopes are not over-deomposable in the spae and in higher dimensions.4.1 The Constrution - Proof of Theorems E and E'In this setion, for any k and any polygon C that has a Speial pair of wedges, wepresent a (�nite) point set and an indeomposable k-fold overing of it by (a �nite numberof) the translates of the polygon. We formulate (and solve) the problem in its dual form,like we did before. Here we reall how the dualization goes. Fix O, the enter of gravity of
C as our origin in the plane. For the planar set C and a point p in the plane we use C(p)to denote the translate of C by the vetor ~Op. Let C̄ be the re�etion through O of C. Forany point x, x ∈ C(pi) if and only if pi ∈ C̄(x). To see this, apply a re�etion through themidpoint of the segment xpi. This swithes C(pi) and C̄(x), and also swithes pi and x.Consider any olletion C = {C(pi) | i ∈ I} of translates of C and a point set X . Theolletion C overs x at least k times if and only if C̄(x) ontains at least k elements of theset S = {pi | i ∈ I}. Therefore a k-fold overing of X transforms into a point set suh thatfor every x ∈ X the set C̄(x) ontains at least k points of S. The required deompositionof C exists if and only if the set S an be olored with two olors suh that every translate
C̄(x) that ontains at least k elements of S ontains at least one element of eah olor. Thusonstruting a �nite system of translates of C̄ and a point set where this latter propertyfails is equivalent to onstruting an indeomposable overing using the translates of C.If C has a Speial pair of wedges, then so does C̄. We will use the following theoremto prove Theorem E.Theorem 4.1. For any pair of Speial wedges, V and W , and for every k, l, there is apoint set of ardinality (

k+l
k

)

−1, suh that for every oloring of S with red and blue, either33



there is a translate of V ontaining k red points and no blue points, or there is a translateof W ontaining l blue points and no red points.Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that the wedges are ontained in the righthalfplane.For k = 1 the statement is trivial, just take l points suh that any one is ontainedalone in a translate of W . Similarly k points will do for l = 1. Let us suppose that wealready have a ounterexample for all k′ + l′ < k + l and let us denote these by S(k′, l′).The onstrution for k and l is the following.Plae a point p in the plane and a suitable small saled down opy of S(k−1, l) left from
p suh that any translate of V with its apex in the neighborhood of S(k − 1, l) ontains
p, but none of the translates of W with its apex in the neighborhood of S(k − 1, l) does.Similarly plae S(k, l− 1) suh that any translate of W with its apex in the neighborhoodof S(k, l−1) ontains p, but none of the translates of V with its apex in the neighborhoodof S(k, l − 1) does. (See Figure 19.)

p

P (k − 1, l)

P (k, l − 1)Figure 19: Sketh of one step of the indution and the �rst few steps.If p is olored red, then� either the S(k − 1, l) part already ontains a translate of V that ontains k − 1 redsand no blues, and it ontains p as well, whih gives together k red points� or the S(k − 1, l) part ontains a translate of W that ontains l blues and no redsand it does not ontain p.The same reasoning works for the ase when p is olored blue.Now we an alulate the number of points in S(k, l). For l = 1 and for k = 1 we knowthat |S(k, 1)| = k and |S(1, l)| = l, while the indution gives |S(k, l)| = 1 + |S(k − 1, l)|+
|S(k, l − 1)|. From this we have |S(k, l)| =

(

k+l
k

)

− 1.It is easy to see that if we use this theorem for a pair of Speial wedges of C̄ and k = l,then for every oloring of (a possibly saled down opy of) the above point set with two34



olors there is a translate of C̄ that ontains at least k points, but ontains only one ofthe olors. This is beause �C̄ an loally behave like any of its wedges�. Therefore thisonstrution ompletes the proof of Theorem E. �Remark 4.2. Note that we an even give a �nite olletion of translates of V and Wwhose apies all lie on the same line suh that one of them will satisfy the onlusion ofthe theorem. Moreover, this line an be any line that an touh a translate of eah wedgein only its apex.Remark 4.3. We note that for k = l the ardinality of the point set is approximately
4k/

√
k, this signi�antly improves the previously known onstrution of Pah, Tardos andTóth [PTT05℄ whih used approximately kk points and worked only for quadrilaterals, andin general, for �even more Speial� pairs of wedges (the ones on the right side of Figure18). It an be proved that this exponential bound is lose to being optimal. Suppose thatwe have n points and n < 2k−2. Sine there are two kinds of wedges, there are at most

2n essentially di�erent translates that ontain k points. There are 2n di�erent olorings ofthe point set and eah translate that ontains k points is monohromati for 2n−k+1 of theolorings. Therefore, there are at most 2n2n−k+1 < 2n bad olorings, so there is a oloringwith no monohromati translates.Theorem E' follows diretly from the next result.Lemma 4.4. Every onave polygon that has no parallel sides, has a Speial pair of wedges.Proof. Assume that the statement does not hold for a polygon C. There is a touhing line
ℓ to C suh that the intersetion of ℓ and C ontains no segments and ontains at least twoverties, v1 and v2. (Here we use that C has no parallel sides.) Denote the wedges at vi by
Wi. Is the pair W1,W2 Speial? They learly ful�ll the property (i), the only problem thatan arise is that the translate of one of the wedges ontains the other wedge. This means,without loss of generality, that the angle at v1 ontains the angle at v2. Now let us takethe two touhing lines to C that are parallel to the sides of W2. It is impossible that bothof these lines touh v2, beause then the touhing line ℓ would touh only v2 as well. Takea vertex v3 from the touhing line (or from one of these two lines) that does not touh v2.(See Figure 20.) This annot be v1 beause then the polygon would have two parallel sides.Is the pair W2,W3 Speial? They are ontained in a halfplane (the one determined by thetouhing line). This means, again, that the angle at v2 ontains the angle at v3. Now wean ontinue the reasoning with the touhing lines to C parallel to the sides of W3, if theywould both touh v3, then the touhing line ℓ would touh only v3. This way we obtainthe new verties v4, v5, . . . what ontradits the fat the C an have only a �nite numberof verties.4.2 Versions of Cover-deomposabilityHere we onsider di�erent variants of over-deomposability and prove relations be-tween them. 35
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Figure 20: How to �nd a Speial pair of wedges.4.2.1 Number of sets: Finite, in�nite or moreWe say that a set is �nite/ountable-over-deomposable, if there exists a k suh thatevery k-fold overing of any point set by a �nite/ountable number of its translates isdeomposable. So by de�nition we have: totally-over-deomposable ⇒ ountable-over-deomposable ⇒ �nite-over-deomposable. But whih of these impliations an be re-versed? We will prove that the �rst an be for �nie� sets.It is well-known that the plane is hereditary Lindelöf, i.e. if a point set is overed byopen sets, then ountably many of these sets also over the point set. It is easy to see thatthe same holds for k-fold overings as well. This observation implies the following lemma.Lemma 4.5. An open set is totally-over-deomposable if and only if it is ountable-over-deomposable. �The same holds for �nie� losed sets, suh as polygons or diss. We say that a losedset C is nie if there is a t and a set D of ountably many losed halfdiss suh thatif t di�erent translates of C over a point p, then their union overs a halfdis from Dentered at p (meaning that p is halving the straight side of the halfdis) and the unionof their interiors overs the interior of the halfdis. For a polygon, t an be the number ofits verties plus one, D an be the set of halfdiss whose side is parallel to a side of thepolygon and has rational length. For a dis, t an be 2 and D an be the set of halfdisswhose side has a rational slope and a rational length. In fat every onvex set is nie.Claim 4.6. Every losed onvex set is nie.Proof. Some parts of the boundary of the onvex set C might be segments, we all thesesides. Trivially, every onvex set an have only ountably many sides. Choose t = 5 and letthe set of halfdiss D be the ones whose side is either parallel to a side of C or its slope isrational and has rational length. Assume that 5 di�erent translates of C over a point p.Shifting these translates bak to C, denote the points that overed p by p1, . . . , p5. If anyof these points is not on the boundary of C, we are done. The p1p2p3p4p5 pentagon hastwo neighboring angles the sum of whose degrees is stritly bigger than 2π, without lossof generality, p1 and p2. If p1p2 is also the side of C, then the 5 translates over a halfdiswhose side is parallel to p1p2, else they over one whose side has a rational slope.36



Taking a retangle veri�es that t = 5 is optimal in the previous proof.Lemma 4.7. A nie set is totally-over-deomposable if and only if it is ountable-over-deomposable.Proof. We have to show that if we have an in�nite overing of some point set S by thetranslates of our nie, ountable-over-deomposable set C, then we an suitably olor thepoints of S. Denote by S∗ the points that are overed by 2 opies of the same translateof the nie set C. Color one of these red, the other blue. Now we only have to deal with
S ′ = S \S∗ and we an suppose that there is only one opy of eah translate. Now insteadof oloring these translates, we rather show that we an hoose ountably many of themsuh that they still over every point of S ′ many times. Using after this that the set isountable-over-deomposable �nishes the proof. So now we show that if there is a set oftranslates of C that over every point of S ′ at least kt times, then we an hoose ountablymany of these translates that over every point of S ′ at least k times. It is easy to see thatit is enough if we show this for k = 1 (sine we an repeat this proedure k times).Denote the points that are ontained in the interior of a translate by S0. Beause ofthe hereditary Lindelöf property, ountably many translates over S0. If a point p ∈ S ′ isovered t times, then beause of the nie property of C, a halfdis from D entered at p isovered by these translates. We say that this (one of these) halfdis(s) belongs to p. Take apartition of S ′ \S0 into ountably many sets S1∪S2∪ . . . suh that the ith halfdis belongsto the points of Si. Now it is enough to show that Si an be overed by ountably manytranslates. Denote the halfdis belonging to the points of Si by Di. Using the hereditaryLindelöf property for Si and open diss (not halfdiss!) with the radius of Di entered atthe points of Si, we obtain a ountable overing of Si. Now replaing the open diss withlosed halfdiss still gives a overing of Si beause otherwise we would have p, q ∈ Si suhthat p is in the interior of q + Di, but interior of q + Di is overed by the interiors oftranslates of C, whih would imply p ∈ S0, ontradition. Finally we an replae eah ofthe halfdiss belonging to the points of Si by t translates of C, we are done.Unfortunately, we did not manage to establish any onnetion among the �nite- andthe ountable-over-deomposability. We onjeture that they are equivalent for nie sets(with a possible slight modi�ation of the de�nition of nie). If one manages to �nd suh astatement, then it would imply that onsidering over-deomposability, it does not matterwhether the investigated geometri set is open or losed, as long as it is nie. For example,it is unknown whether losed triangles are over-deomposable or not. We strongly believethat they are.4.2.2 Covering the whole planeRemember that by de�nition if a set is totally-over-deomposable, then it is also plane-over-deomposable. However, the other diretion is not always true. For example take thelower halfplane and �attah� to its top a pair of Speial wedges (see Figure 21). Then theounterexample using the Speial wedges works for a speial point set, thus this set is nottotally-over-deomposable, but it is easy to see that a overing of the whole plane analways be deomposed. 37



For a given polygon C, our onstrution gives a set of points S and a non-deomposable
k-fold overing of S by translates of C. It is not lear when we an extend this overing toa k-fold overing of the whole plane suh that none of the new translates ontain any pointof S. This would be neessary to ensure that the overing remains non-deomposable.We show that in ertain ases it an be extended, but it remains an open problemto deide whether plane- and totally-over-deomposability are equivalent or not for openpolygons/bounded sets.

Figure 21: The lower halfplane with a Speial pair of wedges at its top.Theorem 4.8. If a onave polygon C has two Speial wedges that have a ommon loallytouhing line, and one of the two touhing lines parallel to this line is touhing C inonly a �nite number of points (i.e. does not ontain a side), then it is not plane-over-deomposable.Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that this loally touhing line is vertial. We justhave to extend our onstrution with the Speial wedges into a overing of the whole plane.Or, in the dual, we have to add more points to our onstrution suh that every translateof C will ontain at least k points. Of ourse, to preserve that the onstrution works, weannot add more points into those translates that we used in the onstrution. Otherwise,our argument that the onstrution is orret, does not work. Beause of Remark 4.2 wean suppose that the apies of the wedges all lie on the same vertial line. Therefore,the translates an all be obtained from eah other via a vertial shift, beause we hada vertial loally touhing line to both wedges. Now we an simply add all points thatare not ontained in any of these original translates. Proving that every translate of Contains at least k points is equivalent to showing that the original translates do not overany other translate of C. It is lear that they ould only over a translate that an beobtained from them via a vertial shift. On the touhing vertial line eah of the translateshas only �nitely many points. In the onstrution we have the freedom to perturbate thewedges a bit vertially, this way we an ensure that the intersetion of eah other translate(obtainable via a vertial shift) with this vertial line is not ontained in the union of theoriginal translates.Corollary 4.9. A pentagon is totally-over-deomposable if and only if it is plane-over-deomposable.Proof. All totally-over-deomposable sets are also plane-over-deomposable. (See an ex-ample on Figure 22.) If our pentagon is not totally-over-deomposable, then it has aSpeial pair of wedges and it must also have a touhing line that touhes it in these Speialwedges, thus we an use the previous theorem.38



Figure 22: A pentagon that is over-deomposable but is not the union of a �nite numberof translates of the same onvex polygon.The same argument does not work for hexagons, for example we do not know whetherthe hexagon depited in Figure 23/ is plane-over-deomposable or not.
(a) (b) (c)Figure 23: Three di�erent polygons. (a): totally-over-deomposable (hene, also plane-over-deomposable), (b): not plane-over-deomposable, (hene neither totally-over-deomposable), (): not totally-over-deomposable, but not known if plane-over-deomposable.

4.3 Higher Dimensions - Proof of Theorem B'The situation is di�erent for the spae. For any polytope and any k, one an onstruta k-fold overing of the spae that is not deomposable. First note that it is enoughto prove this result for the three dimensional spae, sine for higher dimensions we ansimply interset our polytope with a three dimensional spae, use our onstrution forthis three dimensional polytope and then extend it naturally. To prove the theorem forthree dimensional polytopes, �rst we need some observations about polygons. Given twopolygons and one side of eah of them that are parallel to eah other, we say that thesesides are diretedly parallel if the polygons are on the �same side� of the sides (i.e. thehalfplane whih ontains the �rst polygon and whose boundary ontains this side of the�rst polygon an be shifted to ontain the seond polygon suh that its boundary ontainsthat side of the seond polygon). We will slightly abuse this de�nition and say that a side isdiretedly parallel if it is diretedly parallel to a side of the other polygon. We an similarlyde�ne diretedly parallel faes for a single polytope. We say that a fae is diretedly parallelto another, if they are parallel to eah other and the polytope is on the �same side� of thefaes (e.g. every fae is diretedly parallel to itself and if the polytope is onvex, then tono other fae). 39



Lemma 4.10. Given two onvex polygons, both of whih have at most two sides that arediretedly parallel, there is always a Speial pair among their wedges.Proof. Take the smallest wedge of the two polygons, exluding the ones that ontain awedge whose sides are both diretedly parallel, if it exists. Without loss of generality, wean suppose that the right side of this minimal wedge is not diretedly parallel and itis going to the right (i.e. its diretion is (1, 0)), while the left side goes upwards. Take awedge of the other polygon both of whose sides go upwards (there always must be onesine the right side of the �rst wedge was not diretedly parallel). If this seond wedge isnot ontained in the �rst, we found a Speial pair. If the seond wedge is ontained in the�rst wedge, then beause of the minimality of the �rst wedge, we get a ontradition.Theorem B'. Polytopes are not over-deomposable in the spae and in higher dimensions.Proof. We will, as usual, work in the dual ase. This means that to prove that our polytope
C is not totally-over-deomposable, we will exhibit a point set for any k suh that weannot olor it with two olors suh that any translate of C that ontains at least k pointsontains both olors. These points will be all in one plane, and the important translates of
C will interset this plane either in a onave polygon or in one of two onvex polygons.It is enough to show that this onave polygon is not over-deomposable or that amongthe wedges of these onvex polygons there is a Speial pair.Take a plane π that is not parallel to any of the segments determined by the verties of
C. The touhing planes of C parallel to π are touhing C in one vertex eah, A and B.Denote the planes parallel to π that are very lose to A and B and interset C, by πA and
πB. Denote C ∩ πA by CA and C ∩ πB by CB. Now we will have two ases.Case 1. CA or CB is onave.Without loss of generality, assume CA is onave. Then sine no two faes of C inident to
A an be parallel to eah other, with a perturbation of πA we an ahieve that the sidesof CA are not parallel. After this, using Theorem E', we are done.Case 2. Both CA and CB are onvex.Now by perturbing π, we annot neessarily ahieve that CA and CB have no parallelsides, but we an ahieve that they have at most two diretedly parallel sides. This is truebeause there an be at most two pairs of faes that are diretedly parallel to eah otherand one of them is inident to A, the other to B, sine A is touhed from above, B frombelow by the plane parallel to π. Therefore CA and CB satisfy the onditions of Lemma4.10, this �nishes the proof of totally-over-deomposability.To prove non-spae-over-deomposability, just as in the proof of Theorem 4.8, we haveto add more points to the onstrutions, suh that every translate will ontain at least kpoints, but we do not add any points to the original translates of our onstrution. This isthe same as showing that these original translates do not over any other translate. Notethat there are two types of original translates (depending on whih wedge of it we use) andtranslates of the same type an be obtained from eah other via a shift that is parallel tothe side of the halfplane in π that ontains our Speial wedges. This means that the entersof all the original translates lie in one plane. With a little perturbation of the onstrution,we an ahieve that this plane is in general position with respet to the polytope. But in40



this ase it is lear that the translates used in our onstrution annot over any othertranslate, this proves spae-over-deomposability.4.4 Conluding RemarksA lot of questions remain open. In three dimensions, neither polytopes, nor unit ballsare over-deomposable. Is there any nie (e.g. open and bounded) set in three dimensionsthat is over-deomposable? Maybe suh nie sets exist only in the plane.Conjeture 4.11. Three-dimensional onvex sets are not over-deomposable.In Setion 4.2.1 we have seen that interesting overs with translates of nie sets onlyuse ountably many translates. We ould not prove, but onjeture, that every over anbe somehow redued to a loally �nite over. Is it true that if a nie set is �nite-over-deomposable, then it is also ountable-over-deomposable? This would have impliationsabout the over-deomposability of losed sets.Conjeture 4.12. Closed, onvex polygons are over-deomposable.In Setion 4.2.2 we have seen that our onstrution is not naturally extendable to givean indeomposable overing of the whole plane. Maybe the reason for this is that it isimpossible to �nd suh a overing.Question 4.13. Are there polygons that are not totally-over-deomposable but plane-over-deomposable?
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Part IISlope Number of Graphs5 Introdution and a Lower BoundA planar layout of a graph G is alled a drawing if the verties of G are represented bydistint points in the plane and every edge is represented by a ontinuous ar onnetingthe orresponding pair of points and not passing through any other point representing avertex [DETT99℄. If it leads to no onfusion, in notation and terminology we make nodistintion between a vertex and the orresponding point, and between an edge and theorresponding ar. If the edges are represented by line segments, the drawing is alled astraight-line drawing. The slope of an edge in a straight-line drawing is the slope of theorresponding segment.Wade and Chu [WC94℄ introdued the following graph parameter: The slope number ofa graph G is the smallest number s with the property that G has a straight-line drawingwith edges of at most s distint slopes. Let us ompare this with two other well studiedgraph parameters. The thikness of a graph G is de�ned as the smallest number of planarsubgraphs it an be deomposed into [MOS98℄. It is one of the several widely known graphparameters that measures how far G is from being planar. The geometri thikness of G,de�ned as the smallest number of rossing-free subgraphs of a straight-line drawing of Gwhose union is G, is another similar notion. [K73℄. It follows diretly from the de�nitionsthat the thikness of any graph is at most as large as its geometri thikness, whih, inturn, annot exeed its slope number. For many interesting results about these parameters,onsult [DEH00, DEK04, DSW04, DW06, E04, HSV99℄.Obviously, if G has a vertex of degree d, then its slope number is at least ⌈d/2⌉,beause, aording to the above de�nitions, in a proper drawing two edges are not allowedto partially overlap. The question arises whether the slope number an be bounded fromabove by any funtion of the maximum degree d (see [DSW07℄). Barát, Matou²ek, andWood [BMW06℄ and, independently, in our paper with Pah [PP06℄, we proved using aounting argument that the answer is no for d ≥ 5. We present this latter proof, whihgives a better bound, in Setion 5.1. We show that for any d ≥ 5 and n, there exist a graphwith n verties of maximum degree d, whose slope number is at least n 1

2
− 1

d−2
−o(1). Sinethen this bound was improved for d ≥ 9 by Dujmovi¢, Suderman and Wood [DSW07℄,they showed that the slope number is at least n1− 8+ǫ

d+4 . Note that for smaller d's our boundis still the best.Trivially, every graph of maximum degree two has slope number at most three. The ase
d = 3 was solved in our paper [KPPT08℄, in whih we prove that every ubi graph∗ an bedrawn with 5 slopes. This proof is presented in Setion 6. Later, Mukkamala and Szegedy[MSz07℄ showed that 4 slopes su�e if the graph is onneted. However, for disonnetedgraphs, still �ve slopes is the best bound. This is beause it annot be guaranteed thatdi�erent omponents are drawn with the same four slopes. It would be interesting to deidewhether four �xed diretions always su�e.

∗A graph is ubi if its maximum degree is at most 3.43



The ase d = 4 remains an interesting open problem.Conjeture 5.1. The slope number of graphs with maximum degree 4 is unbounded.In Setion 7 we investigate a similar notion, alled slope parameter, �rst de�ned asfollows by Ambrus, Barát, and P. Hajnal [ABH06℄. Given a set P of points in the planeand a set Σ of slopes, de�ne G(P,Σ) as the graph on the vertex set P , in whih twoverties p, q ∈ P are onneted by an edge if and only if the slope of the line pq belongsto Σ. The slope parameter s(G) of G is the size of the smallest set Σ of slopes suh that
G is isomorphi to G(P,Σ) for a suitable set of points P in the plane. This de�nition wasmotivated by the fat that all onnetions (edges) in an eletrial iruit (graph) G an beeasily realized by the overlay of s(G) �nely striped eletrially ondutive layers.The slope parameter, s(G), is losely related to the slope number. For instane, fortriangle-free graphs, s(G) is at least as large as the slope number of G, thus also biggerthan the thikness and the geometri thikness. Indeed, in the drawing realizing the slopeparameter, there are no three points on a line, so this drawing proves that the slope numberis smaller or equal to the slope parameter, the only di�erene being that in ase of theslope number it is not obligatory to onnet two verties if their slope is in Σ. The slopeparameter of a triangle-free graph is also at least its edge hromati number, χ′(G), asthere an be at most one edge with the same slope from any vertex.On the other hand, the slope parameter sharply di�ers from other parameters in thesense that the slope parameter of a omplete graph on n verties is one, while the thikness,the geometri thikness, and the slope number of Kn tend to in�nity as n → ∞. Jamison[J86℄ proved that the slope number of Kn is n.Our main result in Setion 7 is that the slope parameter of every ubi graph is alsobounded. In our drawing no three verties will be ollinear, therefore as a orollary weobtain another proof for the fat that the slope number of ubi graphs is bounded, witha worse onstant.Finally, in Setion 8 we investigate the planar slope number of bounded degree planargraphs. The planar slope number of a planar graph G is the smallest number s withthe property that G has a straight-line drawing with non-rossing edges of at most sdistint slopes. We prove that any bounded degree planar graph has a bounded planarslope number. Then we investigate planar drawings where we allow one or two bends oneah edge, in whih ases we prove better bounds. For the exat statement of our results,see the beginning of Setion 8.
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5.1 A Lower Bound for the Slope Number of Graphs with BoundedDegreeThis setion is based on our paper with János Pah, Bounded-degree graphs an havearbitrarily large slope numbers [PP06℄.If it reates no onfusion, the vertex (edge) of G and the point (segment) representingit will be denoted by the same symbol. Dujmovi¢ et al. [DSW04℄ asked whether the slopeparameter of bounded-degree graphs an be arbitrarily large. The following short argumentshows that the answer is yes for graphs of degree at most �ve.De�ne a �frame� graph F on the vertex set {1, . . . , n} by onneting vertex 1 to 2 by anedge and onneting every i > 2 to i− 1 and i− 2. Adding a perfet mathing M betweenthese n points, we obtain a graph GM := F ∪ M . The number of di�erent mathings isat least (n/3)n/2. Let G denote the huge graph obtained by taking the union of disjointopies of all GM . Clearly, the maximum degree of the verties of G is �ve. Suppose that Gan be drawn using at most S slopes, and �x suh a drawing.For every edge ij ∈ M , label the points inGM orresponding to i and j by the slope of ijin the drawing. Furthermore, label eah frame edge ij (|i−j| ≤ 2) by its slope. Notie thatno two omponents of G reeive the same labeling. Indeed, up to translation and saling,the labeling of the edges uniquely determines the positions of the points representing theverties of GM . Then the labeling of the verties uniquely determines the edges belongingto M . Therefore, the number of di�erent possible labelings, whih is S |F |+n < S3n, is anupper bound for the number of omponents of G. On the other hand, we have seen thatthe number of omponents (mathings) is at least (n/3)n/2. Thus, for any S we obtain aontradition, provided that n is su�iently large. �With some extra are one an re�ne this argument to obtainTheorem 5.2. For any d ≥ 5 and n, there exist a graph with n verties of maximumdegree d, whose slope number is at least n 1

2
− 1

d−2
−o(1).Proof. Now instead of a mathing, we add to the frame F in every possible way a (d −

4)-regular graph R on the vertex set {1, . . . , n}. Thus, we obtain at least (cn/d)(d−4)n/2di�erent graphs GR := F ∪ R, eah having maximum degree at most d (here c > 0 isa onstant; see e.g. [BC78℄). Suppose that eah GR an be drawn using S slopes σ1 <
. . . < σS. Now we annot insist that these slopes are the same for all GR, therefore, thesenumbers will be regarded as variables.Fix a graph GR = F ∪ R and one of its drawings with the above properties, in whihvertex 1 is mapped into the origin and vertex 2 is mapped into a point whose x-oordinateis 1. Label every edge belonging to F by the symbol σk representing its slope. Furthermore,label eah vertex j with a (d− 4)-tuple of the σks: with the symbols orresponding to theslopes of the d − 4 edges inident to j in R (with possible repetition). Clearly, the totalnumber of possible labelings of the frame edges and verties is at most S |F |+(d−4)n < S(d−2)n.Now the labeling itself does not neessarily identify the graph GR, beause we do not knowthe atual values of the slopes σk.However, we an show that the number of di�erent GRs that reeive the same labelingannot be too large. To prove this, �rst notie that for a �xed labeling of the edges of the45



frame, the oordinates of every vertex i an be expressed as the ratio of two polynomialsof degree at most n in the variables σ1, . . . , σS. Indeed, let σ(ij) denote the label of ij ∈ F ,and let x(i) and y(i) denote the oordinates of vertex i. Sine, by assumption, we have
x(1) = y(1) = 0 and x(2) = 1, we an onlude that y(2) = σ(12). We have the followingequations for the oordinates of 3:

y(3)− y(1) = σ(13)(x(3)− x(1)), y(3)− y(2) = σ(23)(x(3)− x(2)).Solving them, we obtain
x(3) =

σ(12)− σ(23)

σ(13)− σ(23)
, y(3) =

σ(13)(σ(12)− σ(23))

σ(13)− σ(23)
,and so on. In partiular, x(i) = Qi(σ1,...,σS)

Q′

i
(σ1,...,σS)

, for suitable polynomials Qi and Q′
i of degree atmost i− 1. Moreover, Q′

j is a multiple of Q′
i for all j > i.Sine

x(i)− x(j) =
Qi

Q′

j

Q′

i
−Qj

Q′
j

,we an deide whether the image of i is to the left of the image of j > i, to the right ofit, or they have the same x-oordinate, provided that we know the �sign pattern� of thepolynomials P ′
ij := Qi

Q′

j

Q′

i
−Qj and Q′

j , i.e., we know whih of them are positive, negative,or zero.Now if we also know that σk is one of the labels assoiated with vertex i, the onditionthat the line onneting i and j has slope σk an be rewritten as
y(i)− y(j)

x(i)− x(j)
− σk =

σ(1i)QiQ
′
j − σ(1j)Q′

iQj

QiQ
′
j −Q′

iQj

− σk = 0,that is, as a polynomial equation Pijk(σ1, . . . , σS) = 0 of degree at most 2n. For a �xedlabeling of the frame edges and verties, there are d− 4 labels k assoiated with a vertex
i, so that the number of these polynomials Pijk is at most (d− 4)n(n− 1). Thus, togetherwith the (

n
2

)

+ n polynomials P ′
ij and Q′

j , we have fewer than dn2 polynomials, eah ofdegree at most 2n.It is easy to verify that, for any �xed labeling, the sign pattern of these polynomialsuniquely determines the graph GR. (Observe that if the label of a vertex i is a (d−4)-tupleontaining the symbol σk, then from the sign pattern of the above polynomials we anreonstrut the sequene of all verties that belong to the line of slope σk passing through
i, from left to right. From this sequene, we an selet all elements whose label ontains
σk, and determine all edges of R along this line.)To onlude the proof, we need the Thom-Milnor theorem [BPR03℄: Given N polynomi-als in S ≤ N variables, eah of degree at most 2n, the number of sign patterns determinedby them is at most (CNn/S)S, for a suitable onstant C > 0.In our ase, the number of graphs GR is at most the number of labelings (< S(d−2)n)multiplied by the maximum number of sign patterns of the above < dn2 polynomials ofdegree at most 2n. By the Thom-Milnor theorem, this latter quantity is smaller than46



(Cdn3)
S. Thus, the number of GRs is at most S(d−2)n(Cdn3)S. Comparing this to thelower bound (cn/d)(d−4)n/2 stated in the �rst paragraph of the proof, we obtain that S ≥

n
1

2
− 1

d−2
−o(1), as required.Now instead of a mathing, we add to the frame F in every possibleway a (d − 4)-regular graph R on the vertex set {1, . . . , n}. Thus, we obtain at least

(cn/d)(d−4)n/2 di�erent graphs GR := F ∪R, eah having maximum degree at most d (here
c > 0 is a onstant; see e.g. [BC78℄). Suppose that eah GR an be drawn using S slopes
σ1 < . . . < σS. Now we annot insist that these slopes are the same for all GR, therefore,these numbers will be regarded as variables.Fix a graph GR = F ∪ R and one of its drawings with the above properties, in whihvertex 1 is mapped into the origin and vertex 2 is mapped into a point whose x-oordinateis 1. Label every edge belonging to F by the symbol σk representing its slope. Furthermore,label eah vertex j with a (d− 4)-tuple of the σks: with the symbols orresponding to theslopes of the d − 4 edges inident to j in R (with possible repetition). Clearly, the totalnumber of possible labelings of the frame edges and verties is at most S |F |+(d−4)n < S(d−2)n.Now the labeling itself does not neessarily identify the graph GR, beause we do not knowthe atual values of the slopes σk.However, we an show that the number of di�erent GRs that reeive the same labelingannot be too large. To prove this, �rst notie that for a �xed labeling of the edges of theframe, the oordinates of every vertex i an be expressed as the ratio of two polynomialsof degree at most n in the variables σ1, . . . , σS. Indeed, let σ(ij) denote the label of ij ∈ F ,and let x(i) and y(i) denote the oordinates of vertex i. Sine, by assumption, we have
x(1) = y(1) = 0 and x(2) = 1, we an onlude that y(2) = σ(12). We have the followingequations for the oordinates of 3:

y(3)− y(1) = σ(13)(x(3)− x(1)), y(3)− y(2) = σ(23)(x(3)− x(2)).Solving them, we obtain
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ij := Qi

Q′

j

Q′

i

−Qj and Q′
j , i.e., we know whih of them are positive, negative,or zero.Now if we also know that σk is one of the labels assoiated with vertex i, the onditionthat the line onneting i and j has slope σk an be rewritten as

y(i)− y(j)

x(i)− x(j)
− σk =

σ(1i)QiQ
′
j − σ(1j)Q′

iQj

QiQ′
j −Q′

iQj
− σk = 0,47



that is, as a polynomial equation Pijk(σ1, . . . , σS) = 0 of degree at most 2n. For a �xedlabeling of the frame edges and verties, there are d− 4 labels k assoiated with a vertex
i, so that the number of these polynomials Pijk is at most (d− 4)n(n− 1). Thus, togetherwith the (

n
2

)

+ n polynomials P ′
ij and Q′

j , we have fewer than dn2 polynomials, eah ofdegree at most 2n.It is easy to verify that, for any �xed labeling, the sign pattern of these polynomialsuniquely determines the graph GR. (Observe that if the label of a vertex i is a (d−4)-tupleontaining the symbol σk, then from the sign pattern of the above polynomials we anreonstrut the sequene of all verties that belong to the line of slope σk passing through
i, from left to right. From this sequene, we an selet all elements whose label ontains
σk, and determine all edges of R along this line.)To onlude the proof, we need the Thom-Milnor theorem [BPR03℄: Given N polynomi-als in S ≤ N variables, eah of degree at most 2n, the number of sign patterns determinedby them is at most (CNn/S)S, for a suitable onstant C > 0.In our ase, the number of graphs GR is at most the number of labelings (< S(d−2)n)multiplied by the maximum number of sign patterns of the above < dn2 polynomials ofdegree at most 2n. By the Thom-Milnor theorem, this latter quantity is smaller than
(Cdn3)

S. Thus, the number of GRs is at most S(d−2)n(Cdn3)S. Comparing this to thelower bound (cn/d)(d−4)n/2 stated in the �rst paragraph of the proof, we obtain that S ≥
n

1

2
− 1

d−2
−o(1), as required. �
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6 Drawing Cubi Graphs with at most Five SlopesThis setion is based on our paper with Balázs Keszegh, János Pah and Géza Tóth,Drawing ubi graphs with at most �ve slopes [KPPT08℄.Our main result isTheorem 6.1. Every graph of maximum degree at most three has slope number at most�ve.Our terminology is somewhat unorthodox: by the slope of a line ℓ, we mean the angle
α modulo π suh that a ounterlokwise rotation through α takes the x-axis to a positionparallel to ℓ. The slope of an edge (segment) is the slope of the line ontaining it. Inpartiular, the slopes of the lines y = x and y = −x are π/4 and −π/4, and they are alledNortheast (or Southwest) and Northwest (or Southeast) lines, respetively.For any two points p1 = (x1, y1), p2 = (x2, y2) ∈ R

2, we say that p2 is to the North(or to the South of p1 if x2 = x1 and y2 > y1 (or y2 < y1). Analogously, we say that p2 isto the Northeast (to the Northwest) of p1 if y2 > y1 and p1p2 is a Northeast (Northwest)line. Diretions are often abbreviated by their �rst letters: N, NE, E, SE, et. These fourdiretions are referred to as basi. That is, a line ℓ is said to be of one of the four basidiretions if ℓ is parallel to one of the axes or to one of the NE and NW lines y = x and
y = −x.The main tool of our proof is the following result of independent interest.Theorem 6.2. Let G be a onneted graph that is not a yle and whose every vertex hasdegree at most three. Suppose that G has at least one vertex of degree less than three, anddenote by v1, ..., vm the verties of degree at most two (m ≥ 1).Then, for any sequene x1, x2, . . . , xm of real numbers, linearly independent over therationals, G has a straight-line drawing with the following properties:(1) Vertex vi is mapped into a point with x-oordinate x(vi) = xi (1 ≤ i ≤ m);(2) The slope of every edge is 0, π/2, π/4, or −π/4.(3) No vertex is to the North of any vertex of degree two.(4) No vertex is to the North or to the Northwest of any vertex of degree one.Before this theorem only the following speial ases were known.It was shown by Dujmovi¢ at al. [DESW07℄ that every planar graph with maximumdegree three has a drawing with non-rossing straight-line edges of at most three di�erentslopes, exept that three edges of the outer-fae may have a bend.Max Engelstein [E05℄, a student from Stuyvesant High Shool, New York has shownthat every graph of maximum degree three that has a Hamiltonian yle an be drawnwith edges of at most �ve di�erent slopes.6.1 Embedding CylesLet C be a straight-line drawing of a yle in the plane. A vertex v of C is said to bea turning point if the slopes of the two edges meeting at v are not the same.We start with two simple auxiliary statements.49



Lemma 6.3. Let C be a straight-line drawing of a yle suh that the slope of every edgeis 0, π/4, or −π/4. Then the x-oordinates of the verties of C are not independent overthe rational numbers.Moreover, there is a vanishing linear ombination of the x-oordinates of the verties,with as many nonzero (rational) oe�ients as many turning points C has.Proof. Let v1, v2, . . . , vn denote the verties of C in yli order (vn+1 = v1). Let x(vi)and y(vi) be the oordinates of vi. For any i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), we have y(vi+1) − y(vi) =
λi (x(vi+1)− x(vi)) , where λi = 0, 1, or −1, depending on the slope of the edge vivi+1.Adding up these equations for all i, the left-hand sides add up to zero, while the sum ofthe right-hand sides is a linear ombination of the numbers x(v1), x(v2), . . . , x(vn) withinteger oe�ients of absolute value at most two.Thus, we are done with the �rst statement of the lemma, unless all of these oe�ientsare zero. Obviously, this ould happen if and only if λ1 = λ2 = . . . = λn, whih isimpossible, beause then all points of C would be ollinear, ontraditing our assumptionthat in a proper straight-line drawing no edge is allowed to pass through any vertex otherthan its endpoints.To prove the seond statement, it is su�ient to notie that the oe�ient of x(vi)vanishes if and only if vi is not a turning point. �Lemma 6.3 shows that Theorem 6.2 does not hold ifG is a yle. Nevertheless, aordingto the next laim, yles satisfy a very similar ondition. Observe, that the main di�ereneis that here we have an exeptional vertex, denoted by v0.Lemma 6.4. Let C be a yle with verties v0, v1, . . . , vm, in this yli order.Then, for any real numbers x1, x2, . . . , xm, linearly independent over the rationals, Chas a straight-line drawing with the following properties:(1) Vertex vi is mapped into a point with x-oordinate x(vi) = xi (1 ≤ i ≤ m);(2) The slope of every edge is 0, π/4, or −π/4.(3) No vertex is to the North of any other vertex.(4) No vertex has a larger y-oordinate than y(v0).Proof.We an assume without loss of generality that x2 > x1. Plae v1 at any point (x1, 0)of the x-axis. Assume that for some i < m, we have already determined the positions of
v1, v2, . . . vi, satisfying onditions (1)�(3). If xi+1 > xi, then plae vi+1 at the (unique) pointSoutheast of vi, whose x-oordinate is xi+1. If xi+1 < xi, then put vi+1 at the point Westof xi, whose x-oordinate is xi+1. Clearly, this plaement of vi+1 satis�es (1)�(3), and thesegment vivi+1 does not pass through any point vj with j < i.After m steps, we obtain a nonrossing straight-line drawing of the path v1v2 . . . vm,satisfying onditions (1)�(3). We still have to �nd a right loation for v0. Let RW and RSEdenote the rays (half-lines) starting at v1 and pointing to the West and to the Southeast.Further, let R be the ray starting at vm and pointing to the Northeast. It follows from theonstrution that all points v2, . . . , vm lie in the onvex one below the x-axis, enlosed bythe rays RW and RSE .Plae v0 at the intersetion point of R and the x-axis. Obviously, the segment vmv0 doesnot pass through any other vertex vj (0 < j < m). Otherwise, we ould �nd a drawingof the yle vjvj+1 . . . vm with slopes 0, π/4, and −π/4. By Lemma 6.3, this would imply50



that the numbers xj , xj+1, . . . , xm are not independent over the rationals, ontraditingour assumption. It is also lear that the horizontal segment v0v1 does not pass throughany vertex di�erent from its endpoints beause all other verties are below the horizontalline determined by v0v1. Hene, we obtain a proper straight-line drawing of C satisfyingonditions (1),(2), and (4).It remains to verify (3). The only thing we have to hek is that x(v0) does not oinidewith any other x(vi). Suppose it does, that is, x(v0) = x(vi) = xi for some i > 0. By theseond statement of Lemma 6.3, there is a vanishing linear ombination
λ0x(v0) + λ1x1 + λ2x2 + . . .+ λmxm = 0with rational oe�ients λi, where the number of nonzero oe�ients is at least the numberof turning points, whih annot be smaller than three. Therefore, if in this linear ombina-tion we replae x(v0) by xi, we still obtain a nontrivial rational ombination of the numbers

x1, x2, . . . , xm. This ontradits our assumption that these numbers are independent overthe rationals. �6.2 Sububi Graphs - Proof of Theorem 6.2First we settle Theorem 6.2 in a speial ase.Lemma 6.5. Let m, k ≥ 2 and let G be a graph onsisting of two disjoint yles, C =
{v0, v1, . . . , vm} and C ′ = {v′0, v′1, . . . , v′m}, onneted by a single edge v0v

′
0.Then, for any sequene x1, x2, . . . , xm, x

′
1, x

′
2, . . . , x

′
k of real numbers, linearly indepen-dent over the rationals, G has a straight-line drawing satisfying the following onditions:(1) The verties vi and v′j are mapped into points with x-oordinates x(vi) = xi (1 ≤ i ≤ m)and x(vj) = x′

j (1 ≤ j ≤ k).(2) The slope of every edge is 0, π/2, π/4, or −π/4.(3) No vertex is to the North of any vertex of degree two.Proof. Apply Lemma 6.4 to yle C with verties v0, v1, . . . , vm and with assigned x-oordinates x1, x2, . . . , xm, and analogously, to the yle C ′, with verties v′0, v′1, . . . , v′k andwith assigned x-oordinates x′
1, x

′
2, . . . , x

′
k. For simpliity, the resulting drawings are alsodenoted by C and C ′.Let x0 and x′

0 denote the x-oordinates of v0 ∈ C and v′0 ∈ C ′. It follows from Lemma6.3 that x0 is a linear ombination of x1, x2, . . . , xm, and x′
0 is a linear ombination of

x′
1, x

′
2, . . . , x

′
k) with rational oe�ients. Therefore, if x0 = x′

0, then there is a nontriviallinear ombination of x1, x2, . . . , xm, x
′
1, x

′
2, . . . , x

′
k that gives 0, ontraditing the assump-tion that these numbers are independent over the rationals. Thus, we an onlude that

x0 6= x′
0. Assume without loss of generality that x0 < x′

0. Re�et C ′ about the x-axis, andshift it in the vertial diretion so that v′0 ends up to the Northeast from v0. Clearly, wean add the missing edge v0v
′
0. Let D denote the resulting drawing of G. We laim that

D meets all the requirements of the Theorem. Conditions (1), (2), and (3) are obviouslysatis�ed, we only have to hek that no vertex lies in the interior of an edge. It followsfrom Lemma 6.4 that the y-oordinates of v1, . . . , vm are all smaller than or equal to the
y-oordinate of v0 and the y-oordinates of v′1, . . . , v′k are all greater than or equal to the51



y-oordinate of v′0. We also have y(v0) < y(v′0). Therefore, there is no vertex in the interiorof v0v′0. Moreover, no edge of C (resp. C ′) an ontain any vertex of v′0, v′1, . . . , v′k (resp.
v0, v1, . . . , vm) in its interior. �The rest of the proof is by indution on the number of verties of G. The statement istrivial if the number of verties is at most two. Suppose that we have already establishedTheorem 6.2 for all graphs with fewer than n verties.Suppose thatG has n verties, it is not a yle and not the union of two yles onnetedby one edge. Let v1, v2, . . . , vm be the verties of G with degree less than three, and let the
x-oordinates assigned to them be x1, x2, . . . , xm.We distinguish several ases.Case 1: G has a vertex of degree one.Assume, without loss of generality, that v1 is suh a vertex. If G has no vertex of degreethree, then it onsists of a simple path P = v1v2 . . . vm, say. Plae vm at the point (xm, 0).In general, assuming that vi+1 has already been embedded for some i < m, and xi < xi+1,plae vi at the point West of vi+1, whose x-oordinate is xi. If xi > xi+1, then put vi atthe point Northeast of vi+1, whose x-oordinate is xi. The resulting drawing of G = Pmeets all the requirements of the theorem. To see this, it is su�ient to notie that if
vj would be Northwest of vm for some j < m, then we ould apply Lemma 6.3 to theyle vjvj+1 . . . vm, and onlude that the numbers xj , xj+1, . . . , xm are dependent over therationals. This ontradits our assumption.Assume next that v1 is of degree one, and that G has at least one vertex of degree three.Suppose without loss of generality that v1v2 . . . vkw is a path in G, whose internal vertiesare of degree two, but the degree of w is three. Let G′ denote the graph obtained from Gby removing the verties v1, v2, . . . , vk. Obviously, G′ is a onneted graph, in whih thedegree of w is two.If G′ is a yle, then apply Lemma 6.4 to C = G′ with w playing the role of the vertex v0whih has no preassigned x-oordinate. We obtain an embedding of G′ with edges of slopes
0, π/4, and −π/4 suh that x(vi) = xi for all i > k and there is no vertex to the North, tothe Northeast, or to the Northwest of w. By Lemma 6.3, the numbers x(w), xk+1, . . . , xmare not independent over the rationals. Therefore, x(w) 6= xk, so we an plae vk at thepoint to the Northwest or to the Northeast of w, whose x-oordinate is xk, depending onwhether x(w) > xk or x(w) < xk. After this, embed vk−1, . . . , v1, in this order, so that viis either to the Northeast or to the West of vi+1 and x(vi) = xi. Aording to property (4)in Lemma 6.3, the path v1v2 . . . vk lies entirely above G′, so that no point of G an lie tothe North or to the Northwest of v1.If G′ is not a yle, then use the indution hypothesis to �nd an embedding of G′ thatsatis�es all onditions of Theorem 6.2, with x(w) = xk and x(vi) = xi for every i > k.Now plae vk very far from w, to the North of it, and draw vk−1, . . . , v1, in this order,in preisely the same way as in the previous ase. Now if vk is far enough, then none ofthe points vk, vk−1, . . . , v1 is to the Northwest or to the Northeast of any vertex of G′. Itremains to hek that ondition (4) is true for v1, but this follows from the fat that thereis no point of G whose y-oordinate is larger than that of v1.From now on, we an and will assume that G has no vertex of degree one.A graph with four verties and �ve edges between them is said to be a Θ-graph.52



Case 2: G ontains a Θ-subgraph.Suppose that G has a Θ-subgraph with verties a, b, c, d, and edges ab, bc, ac, ad, bd.If neither c nor d has a third neighbor, then G is idential to this graph, whih an easilybe drawn in the plane with all onditions of the theorem satis�ed.If c and d are onneted by an edge, then all four points of the Θ-subgraph have degreethree, so that G has no other verties. So G is a omplete graph of four verties, and it hasa drawing that meets the requirements.Suppose that c and d have a ommon neighbor e 6= a, b. If e has no further neighbor, then
a, b, c, d, e are the only verties ofG, and again we an easily �nd a proper drawing. Thus, wean assume that e has a third neighbor f . By the indution hypothesis,G′ = G\{a, b, c, d, e}has a drawing satisfying the onditions of Theorem 6.2. In partiular, no vertex of G′ isto the North of f (and to the Northwest of f , provided that the degree of f in G′ is one).Further, onsider a drawing H of the subgraph of G indued by the verties a, b, c, d, e,whih satis�es the requirements. We distinguish two subases.If the degree of f in G′ is one, then take a very small homotheti opy of H (i.e., similaropy in parallel position), and rotate it about e in the lokwise diretion through 3π/4.There is no point of this drawing, denoted by H ′, to the Southeast of e, so that we antranslate it into a position in whih e is to the Northwest of f ∈ V (G′) and very lose toit. Conneting now e to f , we obtain a drawing of G satisfying the onditions. Note thatit was important to make H ′ very small and to plae it very lose to f , to make sure thatnone of its verties is to the North of any vertex of G′ whose degree is at most two, or tothe Northwest of any vertex of degree one (other than f).If the degree of f in G′ is two, then we follow the same proedure, exept that now H ′is a small opy of H , rotated by π. We translate H ′ into a position in whih e is to theNorth of f , and onnet e to f by a vertial segment. It is again lear that the resultingdrawing of G meets the requirements in Theorem 6.2. Thus, we are done if c and d have aommon neighbor e.Suppose now that only one of c and d has a third neighbor, di�erent from a and b.Suppose, without loss of generality, that this vertex is c, so that the degree of d is two.Then in G′ = G \ {a, b, d}, the degree of c is one. Apply the indution hypothesis to G′ sothat the x-oordinate originally assigned to d is now assigned to c (whih had no preassigned
x-oordinate in G). In the resulting drawing, we an easily reinsert the remaining verties,
a, b, d, by adding a very small square whose lowest vertex is at c and whose diagonals areparallel to the oordinate axes. The highest vertex of this square will represent d, and theother two verties will represent a and b.We are left with the ase when both c and d have a third neighbor, other than a and
b, but these neighbors are di�erent. Denote them by c′ and d′, respetively. Create a newgraph G′ from G, by removing a, b, c, d and adding a new vertex v, whih is onnetedto c′ and d′. Draw G′ using the indution hypothesis, and reinsert a, b, c, d in a smallneighborhood of v so that they form the vertex set of a very small square with diagonal
ab. (See Figure 24.) As before, we have to hoose this square su�iently small to makesure that a, b, c, d are not to the North of any vertex w 6= c′, d′, v of G′, whose degree is atmost two, or to the Northwest of any vertex of degree one. Thus, we are done if G has a
Θ-subgraph.So, from now on we assume that G has no Θ-subgraph.53



Figure 24: Replaing v by Θ.Case 3: G has no yle that passes through a vertex of degree two.Sine G is not three-regular, it ontains at least one vertex of degree two. Considera deomposition of G into two-onneted bloks and edges. If a blok ontains a vertexof degree two, then it onsists of a single edge. The blok deomposition has a treelikestruture, so that there is a vertex w of degree two, suh that G an be obtained as theunion of two graphs, G1 and G2, having only the vertex w in ommon, and there is novertex of degree two in G1.By the indution hypothesis, for any assignment of rationally independent x-oordinatesto all verties of degree less than three, G1 and G2 have proper straight-line embeddings(drawings) satisfying onditions (1)�(4) of the theorem. The only vertex of G1 with apreassigned x-oordinate is w. Applying a vertial translation, if neessary, we an ahievethat in both drawings w is mapped into the same point. Using the indution hypothesis,we obtain that in the union of these two drawings, there is no vertex in G1 or G2 to theNorth or to the Northwest of w, beause the degree of w in G1 and G2 is one (property(4)). This is stronger than what we need: indeed, in G the degree of w is two, so that werequire only that there is no point of G to the North of w (property (3)).The superposition of the drawings of G1 and G2 satis�es all onditions of the theorem.Only two problems may our:1. A vertex of G1 may end up at a point to the North of a vertex of G2 with degreetwo.2. The (unique) edges in G1 and G2, inident to w, may partially overlap.Notie that both of these events an be avoided by enlarging the drawing ofG1, if neessary,from the point w, and rotating it about w by π/4 in the lokwise diretion. The latteroperation is needed only if problem 2 ours. This ompletes the indution step in the asewhen G has no yle passing through a vertex of degree two.It remains to analyze the last ase.Case 4: G has a yle passing through a vertex of degree two.By assumption, G itself is not a yle. Therefore, we an also �nd a shortest yle Cwhose verties are denoted by v, u1, . . . , uk, in this order, where the degree of v is two andthe degree of u1 is three. The length of C is k + 1.54



It follows from the minimality of C that ui and uj are not onneted by an edge of G,for any |i − j| > 1. Moreover, if |i − j| > 2, then ui and uj do not even have a ommonneighbor (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ k). This implies that any vertex v ∈ V (G \ C) has at most threeneighbors on C, and these neighbors must be onseutive on C. However, three onseutiveverties of C, together with their ommon neighbor, would form a Θ-subgraph in G (seeCase 2). Hene, we an assume that every vertex belonging to G \ C is joined to at mosttwo verties on C.Let Bi denote the set of all verties of G \ C that have preisely i neighbors on C (i =
0, 1, 2). Thus, we have V (G \C) = B0∪B1∪B2. Further, B1 = B2

1 ∪B3
1 , where an elementof B1 belongs to B2

1 or B3
1 , aording to whether its degree in G is two or three.Consider the list v1, v2, . . . , vm of all verties of G with degree two. (Reall that wehave already settled the ase when G has a vertex of degree one.) Assume without loss ofgenerality that v1 = v and that vi belongs to C if and only if 1 ≤ i ≤ j for some j ≤ m.Let x denote the assignment of x-oordinates to the verties of G with degree two, thatis, x = (x(v1), x(v2), . . . ,x(vm))= (x1, x2, . . . , xm). Given G, C, x, and a real parameter

L, we de�ne the following so-alled Embedding Proedure(G,C,x, L) to onstruta drawing of G that meets all requirements of the theorem, and satis�es the additionalondition that the y-oordinate of every vertex of C is at least L higher than the y-oordinates of all other verties of G.Step 1: If G′ := G \ C is not a yle, then onstrut reursively a drawing of G′ := G \ Csatisfying the onditions of Theorem 6.2 with the assignment x′ of x-oordinates x(vi) = xifor j < i ≤ m, and x(u′
1) = x1, where u′

1 is the unique vertex in G \ C, onneted by anedge to u1 ∈ V (C).If G′ = G \ C is a yle, then, by assumption, there are at least two edges between Cand G′. One of them onnets u1 to u′
1. Let uαu

′
α be another suh edge, where uα ∈ Cand u′

α ∈ G′. Sine the maximum degree is three, u′
1 6= u′

α. Now onstrut reursively adrawing of G′ := G \ C satisfying the onditions of Lemma 6.4, with the assignment x′ of
x-oordinates x(vi) = xi for j < i ≤ m, x(u′

1) = x1, and with exeptional vertex u′
α.Step 2: For eah element of B2

1 ∪B2, take two rays starting at this vertex, pointing to theNorthwest and to the North. Further, take a vertial ray pointing to the North from eahelement of B3
1 and eah element of the set B

x
:= {(x2, 0), (x3, 0), . . . , (xj , 0)}. Let R denotethe set of all of these rays. Choose the x-axis above all points of G′ and all intersetionpoints between the rays in R.For any uh (1 ≤ h ≤ k) whose degree in G is three, de�ne N(uh) as the unique neighborof uh in G \ C. If uh has degree two in G, then uh = vi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ j, and let N(uh)be the point (xi, 0).Step 3: Reursively plae u1, u2, . . . uk on the rays belonging to R, as follows. Plae u1 onthe vertial ray starting at N(u1) = u′

1 suh that y(u1) = L. Suppose that for some i < kwe have already plaed u1, u2, . . . ui, so that L ≤ y(u1) ≤ y(u2) ≤ . . . ≤ y(ui) and there isno vertex to the West of ui. Next we determine the plae of ui+1.If N(ui+1) ∈ B2
1 , then let r ∈ R be the ray starting at N(ui+1) and pointing to theNorthwest. If N(ui+1) ∈ B3

1 ∪ B
x
, let r ∈ R be the ray starting at N(ui+1) and pointingto the North. In both ases, plae ui+1 on r: if ui lies on the left-hand side of r, then put

ui+1 to the Northeast of ui; otherwise, put ui+1 to the West of ui.55



If N(ui+1) ∈ B2, then let r ∈ R be the ray starting at N(ui+1) and pointing to theNorth, or, if we have already plaed a point on this ray, let r be the other ray from N(ui+1),pointing to the Northwest, and proeed as before.
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4

Figure 25: Reursively plae u1, u2, . . . uk on the rays belonging to R.Step 4: Suppose we have already plaed uk. It remains to �nd the right position for u0 := v,whih has only two neighbors, u1 and uk. Let r be the ray at u1, pointing to the North. If
uk lies on the left-hand side of r, then put u0 on r to the Northeast of uk; otherwise, put
u0 on r, to the West of uk.During the whole proedure, we have never plaed a vertex on any edge, and all otheronditions of Theorem 6.2 are satis�ed �.Remark that the y-oordinates of the verties u0 = v, u1, . . . , uk are at least L higherthan the y-oordinates of all verties inG\C. If we �xG,C, and x, and let L tend to in�nity,the oordinates of the verties given by the above Embedding Proedure(G,C,x, L)hange ontinuously.
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Figure 26: Find the right position for u0.6.3 Cubi Graphs - Proof of Theorem 6.1We are going to show that any graph G with maximum degree three permits a straight-line drawing using only the four basi diretions (of slopes 0, π/2, π/4, and −π/4), andperhaps one further diretion, whih is almost vertial and is used for at most one edge ineah onneted omponent of G. 56



Denote the onneted omponents of G by G1, G2, . . . , Gt. If a omponent Gs is notthree-regular, or if it is a omplete graph with four verties, then, by Theorem 6.2, it anbe drawn using only the four basi diretions. If Gs has a Θ-subgraph, one an argue inthe same way as in Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 6.2: Embed reursively the rest of thegraph, and attah to it a small opy of this subgraph suh that all edges of the Θ-subgraph,as well as the edges used for the attahment, are parallel to one of the four basi diretions.Atually, in this ase, Gs itself an be drawn using the four basi diretions, so the �fthdiretion is not needed.Thus, in the rest of the proof we an assume that Gs is three-regular, it has more thanfour verties, and it ontains no Θ-subgraph. For simpliity, we drop the subsript and wewrite G instead of Gs. Choose a shortest yle C = u0u1 . . . uk in G. Eah vertex of Chas preisely one neighbor in G \ C. On the other hand, as in the proof of the last ase ofTheorem 6.2, all verties in G \ C have at most two neighbors in C.We distinguish two ases.Case 1. G \ C is a yle. Sine G is three-regular, C and G \ C are of the same size andthe remaining edges of G form a mathing between the verties of C and the verties of
G \ C. For any i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, let u′

i denote the vertex of G \ C whih is onneted to ui.Denote the verties of G \ C by v0, v1, . . . , vk, in yli order, so that v1 = u′
1. Then wehave vi = u′

0, for some i > 1. Apply Lemma 6.4 to G \ C with a rationally independentassignment x of x-oordinates to the verties v1, . . . , vk, suh that x(v1) = 1, x(vi) = √
2,and the x-oordinates of the other verties are all greater than √

2. (Reall that v0 is anexeptional vertex with no assigned x-oordinate.) It is not hard to see that if we followthe onstrution desribed in the proof of Lemma 6.4, we also have x(v0) >
√
2.Case 2. G \ C is not a yle. Let u′

0 denote the neighbor of u0 in G \ C. Sine G has no
Θ-subgraph, u′

0 annot be joined to both u1 and uk. Assume without loss of generality that
u′
0 is not onneted to u1. Let u′

1 denote the neighbor of u1 in G \ C.Fix a rationally independent assignment x of x-oordinates to the verties of degree atmost two in G \ C, suh that x(u′
0) =

√
2, x(u′

1) = 1, and the x-oordinates of the otherverties are all greater than √
2. Consider a drawing of G \ C, meeting the requirementsof Theorem 6.2.Now in both ases, let G′ denote the graph obtained from G after the removal of theedge u0u

′
0. Clearly G \ C = G′ \ C, and for any L, Embedding Proedure(G′, C,x, L)gives a drawing of G′. It follows from the onstrution, that x(u0) = x(u1) = x(u′

1) = 1,
x(u′

0) =
√
2. Therefore, for any su�iently small ε > 0 there is an L > 0 suh thatEmbedding Proedure(G′, C,x, L) gives a drawing of G′, in whih the slope of the lineonneting u0 and u′

0 is π
2
+ ε.We want to add the segment u0u

′
0 to this drawing. Sine there is no vertex with x-oordinate between 1 and √

2, the segment u0u
′
0 annot pass through any vertex of G.Summarizing: if ε is su�iently small (that is, if L is su�iently large), then eahomponent of the graph has a proper drawing in whih all edges are of one of the fourbasi diretions, with the exeption of at most one edge whose slope is π

2
+ ε. If we hoosean ε > 0 that works for all omponents, then the whole graph an be drawn using only atmost �ve diretions. This onludes the proof of Theorem 6.1. �57



6.4 AlgorithmBased on the proof, it is not hard to design an algorithm to �nd a proper drawing, inquadrati time.First, if our graph is a irle, we have no problem drawing it in O(n) steps. If ourgraph has a vertex of degree one then the proedure of Case 1 of the proof of Theorem 6.2requires at most O(m) time when we reinsert v1, . . . , vm.We an hek if our graph has any Θ-subgraph in O(n) time. If we �nd one, we anproeed by indution as in Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 6.2. We an reinsert the Θ-subgraph as desribed in Case 2 in O(1) time.Now assume that we have a vertex v of degree two. Exeute a breadth �rst searh fromany vertex, and take a minimal vertex of degree two, that is, a vertex v of degree two,all of whose desendants are of degree three. If there is an edge in the graph onnetinga desendant of v with a non-desendant, then there is a yle through v; we an �nd aminimal one with a breadth �rst searh from it and proeed as in Case 4. Otherwise, v anplay the role of w in Case 3, and we an proeed reursively.Finally, if the graph is 3-regular, then we draw eah omponent separately, exept thelast step, when we have to pik an ǫ small enough simultaneously for all omponents, thistakes O(n) steps. We only have to �nd the greatest slope and pik an ε suh that π
2
+ ε iseven steeper.We believe that this algorithm is far from being optimal. It may perform a breadth�rst searh for eah indution step, whih is probably not neessary. One may be able toreplae this step by repeatedly updating the results of the �rst searh. We annot evenrule out that the problem an be solved in linear time.
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7 Slope Parameter of Cubi GraphsThis setion is based on our paper with Balázs Keszegh, János Pah and Géza Tóth,Cubi graphs have bounded slope parameter [KPPT10℄.Let us reall the de�nition of the slope parameter. Given a set P of points in the planeand a set Σ of slopes, de�ne G(P,Σ) as the graph on the vertex set P , in whih twoverties p, q ∈ P are onneted by an edge if and only if the slope of the line pq belongs to
Σ. The slope parameter s(G) of G is the size of the smallest set Σ of slopes suh that G isisomorphi to G(P,Σ) for a suitable set of points P in the plane.Any graph G of maximum degree two splits into vertex-disjoint yles, paths, andpossibly isolated verties. Hene, for suh graphs we have s(G) ≤ 3. In ontrast, as wasshown by Barát et al. [BMW06℄, for any d ≥ 5, there exist graphs of maximum degree d,whose slope parameters are arbitrarily large.Remember that a graph is said to be ubi if the degree of eah of its verties is atmost three. A ubi graph is sububi if eah of its onneted omponents has a vertex ofdegree smaller than three.The main result of this setion isTheorem 7.1. Every ubi graph has slope parameter at most seven.This theorem is not likely to be tight. The best lower bound we are aware of is four.This bound is attained, for example, for the 8-vertex sububi graph that an be obtainedfrom the graph formed by the edges of a 3-dimensional ube by deleting one of its edges.We will refer to the angles iπ/5, 0 ≤ i ≤ 4, as the �ve basi slopes. We start by provingthe following statement, whih onstitutes the �rst step of the proof of Theorem 7.1.Theorem 7.2. Every sububi graph has slope parameter at most �ve. Moreover, this anbe realized by a straight-line drawing suh that no three verties are on a line and eahedge has one of the �ve basi slopes.Using the fat that in the drawing guaranteed by Theorem 7.2 no three verties areollinear, we an also onlude that the slope number of every sububi graph is at most�ve. In the Setion 6, however, it was shown that this number is at most four and for ubigraphs it is at most �ve.7.1 Sububi Graphs - Proof of Theorem 7.2The proof is by indution on the number of verties of the graph. Clearly, the statementholds for graphs with fewer than three verties. Let n be �xed and suppose that we havealready established the statement for graphs with fewer than n verties. LetG be a sububigraph of n verties. We an assume that G is onneted, otherwise we an draw eah ofits onneted omponents separately and translate the resulting drawings through suitablevetors so that no two points in distint omponents determine a line of basi slope.To obtain a straight-line drawing of G, we have to �nd proper loations for its verties.At eah indutive step, we start with a drawing of a subgraph of G satisfying the onditionsof Theorem 7.2 and extend it by adding a vertex. At a given stage of the proedure, forany vertex v that has already been added, onsider the (basi) slopes of all edges adjaent59



to v that have already been drawn, and let sl(v) denote the set of integers 0 ≤ i < 5 forwhih iπ/5 is suh a slope. That is, at the beginning sl(v) is unde�ned, then it gets de�ned,and later it may hange (expand). Analogously, for any edge uv of G, denote by sl(uv) theinteger 0 ≤ i < 5 for whih the slope of uv is iπ/5.Case 1: G has a vertex of degree one.Assume without loss of generality, that v is a vertex of degree one, and let w denoteits only neighbor. Deleting v from G, the degree of w in the resulting graph G′ is at mosttwo. Therefore, by the indution hypothesis, G′ has a drawing meeting the requirements.As w has degree at most two, there is a basi slope σ suh that no other vertex of G′ lieson the line ℓ of slope σ that passes through w. Draw all �ve lines of basi slopes througheah vertex of G′. These lines interset ℓ in �nitely many points. We an plae v at anyother point of ℓ, to obtain a proper drawing of G.From now on, assume that G has no vertex of degree one.Case 2: G has no yle that passes through a vertex of degree two.Sine G is sububi, it ontains a vertex w of degree two suh that G is the union of twographs, G1 and G2, having only vertex w in ommon. Both G1 and G2 are sububi andhave fewer than n verties, so by the indution hypothesis both of them have a drawingsatisfying the onditions. Translate the drawing of G2 so that the points representing win the two drawings oinide. Sine w has degree one in both G1 and G2, by a possiblerotation of G2 about w through an angle that is a multiple of π/5, we an ahieve that thetwo edges adjaent to w are not parallel. By saling G2 from w, if neessary, we an alsoahieve that the slope of no segment between a vertex of G1 \ w and a vertex of G2 \ w isa basi slope. Thus, the resulting drawing of G meets the requirements.Case 3: G has a yle passing through a vertex of degree two.If G itself is a yle, we an easily draw it. If it is not the ase, let C be a shortestyle whih ontains a vertex of degree two. Let u0, u1, . . . , uk denote the verties of C,in this yli order, suh that u0 has degree two and u1 has degree three. The indies areunderstood mod k + 1, that is, for instane, uk+1 = u0. It follows from the minimality of
C that ui and uj are not onneted by an edge of G whenever |i− j| > 1.Sine G \C is sububi, by assumption, it admits a straight-line drawing satisfying theonditions. Eah ui has at most one neighbor in G \ C. Denote this neighbor by ti, if itexists. For every i for whih ti exists, we plae ui on a line passing through ti. We plaethe ui's one by one, �very far" from G \C, starting with u1. Finally, we arrive at u0, whihhas no neighbor in G \ C, so that it an be plaed at the intersetion of two lines of basislope, through u1 and uk, respetively. We have to argue that our method does not reate�unneessary� edges, that is, we never plae two independent verties in suh a way thatthe slope of the segment onneting them is a basi slope. In what follows, we make thisargument preise.The loations of the verties u0, u1, . . . , uk are determined by using the following algo-rithm, Proedure(G,C, u0, u1, x), where G is the input sububi graph, C is a shortestyle passing through a vertex of degree two, u0, that has a degree three neighbor, u1,and x is a real parameter. Note that Proedure(G,C, u0, u1, x) is a nondeterministialgorithm, as we have more than one hoie at ertain steps. (However, it is very easy tomake it deterministi.) 60
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Proedure(G,C, u0, u1, x)

• Step 0. Sine G \ C is sububi, it has a representation with the �ve basi slopes.Take suh a representation, saled and translated in suh a way that t1 (whih existssine the degree of u1 is three) is at the origin, and all other verties are within unitdistane from it.For any i, 2 ≤ i ≤ k, for whih ui does not have a neighbor in G \ C, let ti be anyunoupied point loser to the origin than 1, suh that the slope of none of the linesonneting ti to t1, t2, . . . ti−1 or to any other already embedded point of G \ C is abasi slope.For any point p and for any 0 ≤ i ≤ 4, let ℓi(p) denote the line with ith basi slope,
iπ/5, passing through p. Let ℓi stand for ℓi(O), where O denotes the origin.We will plae u1, . . . , uk reursively, so that uj is plaed on ℓi(tj), for a suitable i. One
uj has been plaed on some ℓi(tj), de�ne ind(uj), the index of uj, to be i. (The indies aretaken mod 5. Thus, for example, |i− i′| ≥ 2 is equivalent to saying that i 6= i′ and i 6= i′±1
mod 5.) Start with u1. The degree of t1 in G \ C is at most two, so that at the beginningthe set sl(t1) (de�ned in the �rst paragraph of this setion) has at most two elements. Let
l /∈ sl(t1). Diret the line ℓl(t1) arbitrarily, and plae u1 on it at distane x from t1 in thepositive diretion. (Aording to this rule, if x < 0, then u1 is plaed on ℓl(t1) at distane
|x| from t1 in the negative diretion.)Suppose that u1, u2, . . ., ui−1 have been already plaed and that ui−1 lies on the line
ℓl(ti−1), that is, we have ind(ui−1) = l.

• Step i. We plae ui at one of the following four loations (see Figure 27):(1) the intersetion of ℓl+1(ti) and ℓl+2(ui−1);(2) the intersetion of ℓl+2(ti) and ℓl+3(ui−1);(3) the intersetion of ℓl−1(ti) and ℓl−2(ui−1);(4) the intersetion of ℓl−2(ti) and ℓl−3(ui−1).Choose from the above four possibilities so that the edge uiti is not parallel to anyother edge already drawn and adjaent to ti, i.e., before adding the edge uiti to thedrawing, sl(ti) did not inlude sl(uiti).61



It follows diretly from (1)�(4) that sl(ui−1) ⊂ {l, l−1, l+1 mod 5}, while sl(uiui−1) ⊂
{l − 2, l + 2 mod 5}, that is, before adding the edge uiui−1 to the drawing, we had
sl(uiui−1) /∈ sl(ui−1). Avoiding for uiti the slopes of the edges already inident to ti, leavesavailable two of the hoies (1), (2), (3), (4).Let u′

i−1 be the translation of ui−1 by the vetor −−−→
ti−1O, and similarly, let u′

i be thetranslation of ui by the vetor ~tiO. That is, Ou′
i−1ui−1ti−1 and Ou′

iuiti are parallelograms.We have
Oui−1 − 1 < Ou′

i−1 < Oui−1 + 1,

Oui − 1 < Ou′
i < Oui + 1,and

2 cos
(π

5

)

Ou′
i−1 = Ou′

i.Therefore, for any possible loation of ui, we have
1.6Oui−1 − 4 < 2 cos

(π

5

)

Oui−1 − 4 < Oui < 2 cos
(π

5

)

Oui−1 + 4 < 1.7Oui−1 + 4.Suppose that |x| ≥ 50. Clearly, |x| − 1 < Ou1, and by the previous alulations it is easyto show by indution that |x| − 1 < Oui for all i ≤ k. Therefore, 1.5Oui−1 < 1.6Oui−1 − 4so we obtain
1.5Oui−1 < Oui. (1)We have to verify that the above proedure does not produe �unneessary� edges, that is,the following statement is true.Claim 7.3. Suppose that |x| ≥ 50.(i) The slope of uiuj is not a basi slope, for any j < i− 1.(ii) The slope of uiv is not a basi slope, for any v ∈ V (G \ C), v 6= ti.Proof. (i) Suppose that the slope of uiuj is a basi slope for some j < i− 1. By repeatedappliation of inequality (1), we obtain that Oui > 1.5i−jOuj > 2Ouj. On the other hand, if

uiuj has a basi slope, then easy geometri alulations show thatOui < 2 cos
(

π
5

)

Ouj+4 <

2Ouj, a ontradition.(ii) Suppose for simpliity that tiui has slope 0, i.e., it is horizontal. By the onstrution,no vertex v of G \ C determines a horizontal segment with ti, but all of them are withindistane 2 from ti. As Oui > x−1, segment vui is almost, but not exatly horizontal. Thatis, we have 0 < |∠tiuiv| < π/5, ontradition. �Suppose that Step 0, Step 1, . . . , Step k have already been ompleted. It remainsto determine the position of u0. We need some preparation. The notation |x| ≥ 2 mod 5means that x = 2 or x = 3 mod 5.Claim 7.4. There exist two integers 0 ≤ α, β < 5 with |α − β| ≥ 2 mod 5 suh thatstarting the Proedure with ind(u1) = α and with ind(u1) = β, we an ontinue so that
ind(u2) is the same in both ases. 62



Proof. Suppose that the degrees of t1 and t2 in G \ C are two, that is, there are twoforbidden lines for both u1 and u2. In the other ases, when the degree of t1 or the degreeof t2 is less than two, or when t1 = t2, the proof is similar, but simpler. We an plae u1 on
ℓl(t1) for any l /∈ sl(t1). Therefore, we have three hoies, two of whih, ℓα(t1) and ℓβ(t1),are not onseutive, so that |α− β| ≥ 2 mod 5.The vertex u2 annot be plaed on ℓm(t2) for any m ∈ sl(t2), so there are three possiblelines for u2: ℓx(t2), ℓy(t2), ℓz(t2), say. For any �xed loation of u1, we an plae u2 on fourpossible lines, so on at least two of the lines ℓx(t2), ℓy(t2), and ℓz(t2). Therefore, at leastone of them, say ℓx(t2), an be used for both loations of u1. �Claim 7.5. We an plae the verties u1, u2, . . . , uk using the Proedure so that for all
k we have |ind(u1)− ind(uk)| ≥ 2 mod 5.Proof. By Claim 7.4, there are two plaements of the verties of C \ {u0, uk}, denotedby u1, u2, . . . , uk−1 and by u′

1, u
′
2, . . . , u

′
k−1 suh that |ind(u1) − ind(u′

1)| ≥ 2 mod 5, and
ind(ui) = ind(u′

i) for all i ≥ 2. That is, we an start plaing the verties on two non-neighboring lines so that from the seond step of the Proedure we use the same lines.We show that we an plae uk so that u1 and uk, or u′
1 and uk are on non-neighboringlines. Having plaed uk−1 (or u′

k−1), we have four hoies for ind(uk). Two of them anbe ruled out by the ondition ind(uk) /∈ sl(tk). We still have two hoies. Sine u1 and u′
1are on non-neighboring lines, there is only one line whih is a neighbor of both of them.Therefore, we still have at least one hoie for ind(uk) suh that |ind(u1) − ind(uk)| ≥ 2or |ind(u′

1)− ind(uk)| ≥ 2. �

ku

u1

l

li−1

i+1Figure 28: ℓi+1(u1), does not separate the verties of G \ C from uk, ℓi−1(u1) does.
• Step k+1. Let i = ind(u1), j = ind(uk), and assume, by Claim 7.5, that |i− j| ≥ 2
mod 5. Consider the lines ℓi−1(u1) and ℓi+1(u1). One of them, ℓi+1(u1), say, does notseparate the verties of G \ C from uk, the other one does. See Fig. 28.Plae u0 at the intersetion of ℓi+1(u1) and ℓi(uk).Claim 7.6. Suppose that |x| ≥ 50.(i) The slope of u0uj is not a basi slope, for any 1 < j < k.(ii) The slope of u0v is not a basi slope, for any v ∈ V (G \ C).Proof. (i) Denote by uk+1 the intersetion of ℓi+1(O) and ℓi(uk). Suppose that the slopeof u0uj is a basi slope for some 1 < j < k. As in the proof of Claim 7.3, by repeatedappliation of inequality (1), we obtain that Ouk+1 > 1.5k+1−jOuj > 2Ouj. On the other63
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Figure 29: The four possible loations of u0.hand, by an easy geometri argument, if the slope of u0uj is a basi slope, then Ouk+1 <
2 cos

(
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5

)

Ouj + 4 < 2Ouj, a ontradition, provided that |x| ≥ 50.(ii) For any vertex v ∈ G \C, the slope of the segment u0v is stritly between iπ/5 and
(i+ 1)π/5, therefore, it is not a basi slope. See Figure 29. This onludes the proof of thelaim and hene Theorem 7.2. �7.2 Cubi Graphs - Proof of Theorem 7.1First we note that if G is onneted, then Theorem 7.1 is an easy orollary to Theorem7.2. Indeed, delete any vertex, and then put it bak using two extra diretions. If G is notonneted, the only problem that may arise is that these extra diretions an di�er fordi�erent omponents. We will de�ne a family of drawings for eah omponent Gi of G,depending on parameters εi, and then hoose the values of these parameters in suh a waythat the extra diretions will oinide.Suppose that G is a ubi graph. If a onneted omponent is not 3-regular then, byTheorem 7.2, it an be drawn using the �ve basi slopes. If a onneted omponent is aomplete graph K4 on four verties, then it an also be drawn using the basi slopes. Forthe sake of simpliity, suppose that we do not have suh omponents, i. e. eah onnetedomponent G1, . . . , Gm of G is 3-regular and none of them is isomorphi to K4.First we onentrate on G1. Let C be a shortest yle in G1. We distinguish two ases.Case 1: C is not a triangle. Denote by u0, . . . , uk the verties of C, and let t0 be theneighbor of u0 not belonging to C. Delete the edge u0t0, and let Ḡ be the resulting graph.Case 2: C is a triangle. Every vertex of C has preisely one neighbor that does notbelong to C. If all these neighbors oinide, then G1 is a omplete graph on four verties,ontraditing our assumption. So one vertex of C, u0, say, has a neighbor t0 whih does notbelong to C and whih is not adjaent to the other two verties, u1 and u2, of C. Deletethe edge u0t0, and let Ḡ be the resulting graph.Observe that in both ases, uk and t0 are not onneted in G1. Indeed, suppose fora ontradition that they are onneted. In the �rst ase, G1 would ontain the triangle
u0ukt0, ontraditing the minimality of C. In the seond ase, the hoie of u0 would beviolated.There will be exatly two edges with extra diretions, u0uk and u0t0. The slope of u0ukwill be very lose to a basi slope and the slope of u0t0 will be deided at the end, but wewill show that almost any hoie will do. 64



For any nonnegative ε and real x,ModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε) is de�ned asfollows. Steps 0, 1, . . . , k are idential to Steps 0, 1, . . . , k of Proedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x).
• Step k + 1. If there is a segment, determined by the verties of G \ C, of slope
iπ/5 + ε or iπ/5 − ε, for any 0 ≤ i < 5, then Stop. In this ase, we say that ε is1-bad for Ḡ.Otherwise, when ε is 1-good, let i = ind(u1) and j = ind(uk). We an assume byClaim 7.5 that |i − j| ≥ 2 mod 5. Consider the lines ℓi−1(u1) and ℓi+1(u1). One ofthem does not separate the verties of G \ C from uk, the other one does.If ℓi−1(u1) separates G \C from uk, then plae u0 at the intersetion of ℓi+1(u1) andthe line through uk with slope iπ/5 + ε. If ℓi+1(u1) separates G \ C from uk, thenplae u0 at the intersetion of ℓi−1(u1) and the line through uk with slope iπ/5− ε.Sine Steps 0, 1, . . . , k are idential in Proedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x) and in Modified-Proedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε), Claims 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 are also true for the Modified-Proedure.Moreover, it is easy to see that an analogue of Claim 7.6 also holds with an identialproof, provided that ε is su�iently small: 0 < ε < 1/100.Claim 7.6'. Suppose that |x| ≥ 50 and 0 < ε < 1/100.(i) The slope of u0uj is not a basi slope, for any 1 < j < k.(ii) The slope of u0v is not a basi slope, for any v ∈ V (Ḡ \ C). �Perform ModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε) for a �xed ε, and observe how thedrawing hanges as x varies. For any vertex ui of C, let ui(x) denote the position of ui, asa funtion of x. For every i, the funtion ui(x) is linear, that is, ui moves along a line as xvaries.Claim 7.7. With �nitely many exeptions, for every value of x, ModifiedProedure-

(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε) produes a proper drawing of Ḡ, provided that ε is 1-good.Proof. Claims 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6' imply Claim 7.7 for |x| ≥ 50. Let u and v be twoverties of Ḡ. Sine u(x) and v(x) are linear funtions, their di�erene, ~uv(x), is also linear.If uv is an edge of Ḡ, then the diretion of ~uv(x) is the same for all |x| ≥ 50. Therefore, itis the same for all values of x, with the possible exeption of one value, for whih ~uv(x) = 0holds.If uv is not an edge of Ḡ, then the slope of ~uv(x) is not a basi slope for any |x| ≥ 50.Therefore, with the exeption of at most �ve values of x, the slope of ~uv(x) is never a basislope, nor does ~uv(x) = 0 hold. �Take a loser look at the relative position of the endpoints of the missing edge, u0(x)and t0(x). Sine t0 ∈ Ḡ \ C, t0 = t0(x) is the same for all values of x. The position of
u0 = u0(x) is a linear funtion of x. Let ℓ be the line determined by the funtion u0(x). If
ℓ passes through t0, then we say that ε is 2-bad for Ḡ. If ε is 1-good and it is not 2-badfor Ḡ, then we say that it is 2-good for Ḡ. If ε is 2-good, then by varying x we an ahievealmost any slope for the edge t0u0. This will turn out to be ruially important, beausewe want to attain that these slopes oinide in all omponents.65



Claim 7.8. Suppose that the values ε 6= δ, 0 < ε, δ < 1/100, are 1-good for Ḡ. Then atleast one of them is 2-good for Ḡ.Proof. Suppose, for simpliity, that ind(u1) = 0, ind(uk) = 2, and that u1 and uk arein the right half-plane (of the vertial line through the origin). The other ases an besettled analogously. To distinguish between ModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε) andModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, δ), let uε
0(x) denote the position of u0 obtained bythe �rst proedure and uδ

0(x) its position obtained by the seond. Let ℓε and ℓδ denote thelines determined by the funtions uε
0(x) and uδ

0(x). Suppose that x is very large. Sine, byinequality (1), we have uk(x)O > 1.5u1(x)O, both uε
0(x) and uδ

0(x) are on the line ℓ1(u1(x)),very far in the positive diretion. Therefore, both of them are above the line ℓπ/10. On theother hand, if x < 0 is very small (i.e., if |x| is very big), both uε
0(x) and uδ

0(x) lie belowthe line ℓπ/10. It follows that the slopes of ℓε and ℓδ are larger than π/10, but smaller than
π/5.Suppose that neither ε nor δ is 2-good. Then both ℓε and ℓδ pass through t0. That is,for a suitable value of x, we have uε

0(x) = t0. We distinguish two ases.Case 1: uε
0(x) = t0 = uk(x). Then, as x varies, the line determined by uk(x) oinideswith ℓ2(t0). Consequently, t0 and uk are onneted in G1, a ontradition.Case 2: uε
0(x) = t0 6= uk(x). In order to get a ontradition, we try to determine theposition of uδ
0(x). If we onsider Step k+1 inModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε) andin ModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, δ), we an onlude that u1(x) lies on ℓ1(u

ε
0) =

ℓ1(t0), uδ
0(x) lies on ℓ1(u1(x)), therefore, uδ

0(x) lies on ℓ1(t0). On the other hand, uδ
0(x)lies on ℓδ, and, by assumption, ℓδ passes through t0. However, we have shown that ℓδ and

ℓ1(t0) have di�erent slopes, therefore, uδ
0(x) must be at their intersetion point, so we have

uδ
0(x) = uε

0(x) = t0.Considering again Step k+1 inModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε) and inModi-fiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, δ), we an onlude that the point uδ
0(x) = t0 = uε

0(x)belongs to both ℓε(uk(x)) and ℓδ(uk(x)). This ontradits our assumption that uk(x) isdi�erent from uδ
0(x) = t0 = uε

0(x). �By Claim 7.7, for every ε < 1/100 and with �nitely many exeptions for every valueof x, ModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε) produes a proper drawing of Ḡ. When wewant to add the edge u0t0, the slope of u0(x)t0 may oinide with the slope of u(x)u′(x),for some u, u′ ∈ Ḡ. The following statement guarantees that this does not happen �toooften�. We use α(~u) to denote the slope of a vetor ~u.Claim 7.9. Let ~u(x) and ~v(x): R → R2 be two linear funtions, and let ℓ(u) and ℓ(v)denote the lines determined by ~u(x) and ~v(x). Suppose that for some x1 < x2 < x3, thevetors ~u,~v do not vanish and that their slopes oinide, that is, α(~u(x1)) = α(~v(x1)),
α(~u(x2)) = α(~v(x2)), and α(~u(x3)) = α(~v(x3)). Then ℓ(u) and ℓ(v) must be parallel.Proof. If ℓ(u) passes through the origin, then for every value of x, ~u(x) has the sameslope. In partiular, α(~v(x1)) = α(~v(x2)) = α(~v(x3)). Therefore, ℓ(v) also passes throughthe origin and is parallel to ℓ(u). (In fat, we have ℓ(u) = ℓ(v).) We an argue analogouslyif ℓ(u) passes through the origin. Thus, in what follows, we an assume that neither ℓ(u)nor ℓ(v) passes through the origin. 66
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~w(x) have the same slope for every x. The transformation ~u(x) → ~w(x) is a projetivetransformation from ℓ(u) to ℓ(v), therefore, it preserves the ross ratio of any four points.That is, for any x, we have

(~u(x1), ~u(x2); ~u(x3), ~u(x)) = (~w(x1), ~w(x2); ~w(x3), ~w(x)) .Sine both ~u(x) and ~v(x) are linear funtions, we also have
(~u(x1), ~u(x2); ~u(x3), ~u(x)) = (~v(x1), ~v(x2);~v(x3), ~v(x)) .Hene, we an onlude that ~v(x) = ~w(x) for all x. However, this is impossible, unless

ℓ(u) and ℓ(v) are parallel. Indeed, suppose that ℓ(u) and ℓ(v) are not parallel, and set xin suh a way that ~u(x) is parallel to ℓ(v). Then ~w(x) annot have the same slope as ~u(x),a ontradition. �Suppose that ε is 2-good and let us �x it. As above, let uε
0(x) be the position of u0obtained by ModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε), and let ℓε be the line determined by

uε
0(x).Suppose also that there exist two independent verties of Ḡ, u, u′ 6= u0, suh that theline determined by ~uu′(x) is parallel to ℓε. Then we say that ε is 3-bad for Ḡ. If ε is 2-goodand it is not 3-bad for Ḡ, then we say that it is 3-good for Ḡ.It is easy to see that, for any 0 < ε, δ < 1/100, ℓε and ℓδ are not parallel, therefore, forany �xed u, u′, there is at most one value of ε for whih the line determined by ~uu′(x) isparallel to ℓε. Thus, with �nitely many exeptions, all values 0 < ε < 1/100 are 3-good.Summarizing, we have obtained the following.Claim 7.10. Suppose that ε is 3-good for Ḡ. With �nitely many exeptions, for every valueof x, ModifiedProedure(Ḡ, C, u0, u1, x, ε) gives a proper drawing of G1. �Now we are in a position to omplete the proof of Theorem 7.1. Proeed with eah ofthe omponents as desribed above for G1. For any �xed i, let ui

0v
i
0 be the edge deletedfrom Gi, and denote the resulting graphs by Ḡ1, . . . , Ḡm. Let 0 < ε < 1/100 be �xed insuh a way that ε is 3-good for all graphs Ḡ1, . . . , Ḡm. This an be ahieved, in view of thefat that there are only �nitely many values of ε whih are not 3-good. PerformModified-Proedure(Ḡi, C i, ui

0, u
i
1, x

i, ε). Now the line ℓi determined by all possible loations of ui
0does not pass through ti0. 67



Notie that when ModifiedProedure(Ḡi, C i, ui
0, u

i
1, x

i, ε) is exeuted, apart fromedges with basi slopes, we use an edge with slope rπ/5 ± ε, for some integer r mod 5.By using rotations through π/5 and a re�etion, if neessary, we an ahieve that eahomponent Ḡi is drawn using the basi slopes and one edge of slope ε.It remains to set the values of xi and draw the missing edges ui
0v

i
0. Sine the line ℓidetermined by the possible loations of ui

0 does not pass through ti0, by varying the valueof xi, we an attain any slope for the missing edge ti0u
i
0, exept for the slope of ℓi. ByClaim 7.10, with �nitely many exeptions, all values of xi produe a proper drawing of

Gi. Therefore, we an hoose x1, . . . , xm so that all segments ti0u
i
0 have the same slopeand every omponent Gi is properly drawn using the same seven slopes. Translating theresulting drawings through suitable vetors gives a proper drawing of G, this ompletesthe proof of Theorem 7.1.7.3 Conluding RemarksIn the proof of Theorem 7.1, the slopes we use depend on the graph G. However, theproof shows that one an simultaneously embed all ubi graphs using only seven �xedslopes.It is unneessary to use |x| ≥ 50, in every step, we ould pik any x, with �nitely manyexeptions.It seems to be only a tehnial problem that we needed two extra diretions in the proofof Theorem 7.1. We believe that one extra diretion would su�e.The most interesting problem that remains open is to deide whether the number ofslopes needed for graphs of maximum degree four is bounded.Another not muh investigated question is to estimate the omplexity of omputing theslope parameter of a graph. A related problem is to deide under what onditions a graphan be drawn on a polynomial sized grid using a �xed number of slopes.Question 7.11. Is it possible to draw all ubi graphs with a bounded number of slopes ona polynomial sized grid?
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8 Drawing Planar Graphs with Few SlopesThis setion is based on our paper with Balázs Keszegh and János Pah, Drawingplanar graphs of bounded degree with few slopes [KPP10℄.In this setion, we will be onerned with drawings of planar graphs. Unless it is statedotherwise, all drawings will be non-rossing, that is, no two ars that represent di�erentedges have an interior point in ommon.Every planar graph admits a straight-line drawing [F48℄. From the pratial and aes-thetial point of view, it makes sense to minimize the number of slopes we use [WC94℄.Remember that the planar slope number of a planar graph G is the smallest number s withthe property that G has a straight-line drawing with edges of at most s distint slopes. If
G has a vertex of degree d, then its planar slope number is at least ⌈d/2⌉, beause in astraight-line drawing no two edges are allowed to overlap.Dujmovi¢, Eppstein, Suderman, and Wood [DESW07℄ raised the question whether thereexists a funtion f with the property that the planar slope number of every planar graphwith maximum degree d an be bounded from above by f(d). Jelinek et al. [JJ10℄ haveshown that the answer is yes for outerplanar graphs, that is, for planar graphs that anbe drawn so that all of their verties lie on the outer fae. In Setion 8.2, we answer thisquestion in full generality. We prove the following.Theorem 8.1. Every planar graph with maximum degree d admits a straight-line drawing,using segments of O(d2(3 + 2

√
3)12d) ≤ Kd distint slopes.The proof is based on a paper of Malitz and Papakostas [MP94℄, who used Koebe'stheorem [K36℄ on disk representations of planar graphs to prove the existene of drawingswith relatively large angular resolution. As the proof of these theorems, our argumentis nononstrutive; it only yields a nondeterministi algorithm with running time O(dn).However, if one ombines our result with a polynomial time algorithm that omputes the

ǫ-approximation of the disk representation (see e.g. Mohar [1℄), then one an obtain adeterministi algorithm running in time exponential in d but polynomial in n.For d = 3, muh stronger results are known than the one given by our theorem. Du-jmovi¢ at al. [DESW07℄ showed that every planar graph with maximum degree 3 admitsa straight-line drawing using at most 3 di�erent slopes, exept for at most 3 edges of theouter fae, whih may require 3 additional slopes. This omplements Ungar's old theorem[U53℄, aording to whih 3-regular, 4-edge-onneted planar graphs require only 2 slopesand 4 extra edges.The exponential upper bound in Theorem 8.1 is probably far from being optimal.However, we were unable to give any superlinear lower bound for the largest planar slopenumber of a planar graph with maximum degree d. The best onstrutions we are awareof are presented in Setion 8.5.We also show that signi�antly fewer slopes are su�ient if we are allowed to representthe edges by short nonrossing polygonal paths. If suh a path onsists of k + 1 segments,we say that the edge is drawn by k bends. In Setion 8.3, we show if we allow one bendper edge, then every planar graph an be drawn using segments with O(d) slopes.Theorem 8.2. Every planar graph G with maximum degree d an be drawn with at most
1 bend per edge, using at most 2d slopes. 69



Allowing two bends per edge yields an optimal result: almost all planar graphs withmaximum degree d an be drawn with ⌈d/2⌉ slopes. In Setion 8.4, we establishTheorem 8.3. Every planar graph G with maximum degree d ≥ 3 an be drawn with atmost 2 bends per edge, using segments of at most ⌈d/2⌉ distint slopes. The only exeptionis the graph formed by the edges of an otahedron, whih is 4-regular, but requires 3 slopes.These bounds are best possible.It follows from the proof of Theorem 8.3 that in the yli order of diretions, theslopes of the edges inident to any given vertex form a ontiguous interval. Moreover, the
⌈d/2⌉ diretions we use an be hosen to be equally spaed in [0, 2π). We were unableto guarantee suh a nie property in Theorem 8.2: even for a �xed d, as the number ofverties inreases, the smallest di�erene between the 2d− 2 slopes we used tends to zero.We suspet that this property is only an unpleasant artifat of our proof tehnique.8.1 Straight-line Drawings - Proof of Theorem 8.1Note that it is su�ient to prove the theorem for triangulated planar graphs, beauseany planar graph an be triangulated by adding verties and edges so that the degree ofeah vertex inreases only by a fator of at most three [PT06℄, so at the end we will losethis fator.We need the following result from [MP94℄, whih is not displayed as a theorem there,but is stated right above Theorem 2.2.Lemma 8.4. (Malitz-Papakostas) The verties of any triangulated planar graph G withmaximum degree d an be represented by nonoverlapping disks in the plane so that twodisks are tangent to eah other if and only if the orresponding verties are adjaent, andthe ratio of the radii of any two disks that are tangent to eah other is at least αd−2, where
α = 1

3+2
√
3
≈ 0.15.Lemma 8.4 an be established by taking any representation of the verties of G bytangent disks, as guaranteed by Koebe's theorem, and applying a onformal mapping tothe plane that takes the disks orresponding to the three verties of the outer fae to disksof the same radii. The lemma now follows by the observation that any internal disk issurrounded by a ring of at most d mutually touhing disks, and the radius of none of theman be muh smaller than that of the entral disk.The idea of the proof of Theorem 8.1 is as follows. Let G be a triangulated planar graphwith maximum degree d, and denote its verties by v1, v2, . . .. Consider a disk representationof G meeting the requirements of Lemma 8.4. Let Di denote the disk that represents vi,and let Oi be the enter of Di. By properly saling the piture if neessary, we an assumewithout loss of generality that the radius of the smallest disk Di is su�iently large.Plae an integer grid on the plane, and replae eah enter Oi by the nearest grid point.Conneting the orresponding pairs of grid points by segments, we obtain a straight-linedrawing of G. The advantage of using a grid is that in this way we have ontrol of theslopes of the edges. The trouble is that the size of the grid, and thus the number of slopesused, is very large. Therefore, in the neighborhood of eah disk Di, we use a portion of agrid whose side length is proportional to the radius of the disk. These grids will niely �t70



together, and eah edge will onnet two nearby points belonging to grids of omparablesizes. Hene, the number of slopes used will be bounded. See Figure 31.

Figure 31: Straight-line graph from disk representationNow we work out the details. Let ri denote the radius of Di (i = 1, 2 . . .), and supposewithout loss of generality that r∗, the radius of the smallest disk is
r∗ = miniri =

√
2/αd−2 > 1,where α denotes the same onstant as in Lemma 8.4.Let si = ⌊logd(ri/r∗)⌋ ≥ 0, and represent eah vertex vi by the integer point nearestto Oi suh that both of its oordinates are divisible by dsi. (Taking a oordinate systemin general position, we an make sure that this point is unique.) For simpliity, the pointrepresenting vi will also be denoted by vi. Obviously, we have that the distane between

Oi and vi satis�es
Oivi <

dsi√
2
.Sine the enters Oi of the disks indue a (rossing-free) straight-line drawing of G, inorder to prove that moving the verties to vi does not reate a rossing, it is su�ient toverify the following statement. 71



Lemma 8.5. For any three mutually adjaent verties, vi, vj, vk in G, the orientation ofthe triangles OiOjOk and vivjvk are the same.Proof. By Lemma 8.4, the ratio between the radii of any two adjaent disks is at least
αd−2. Suppose without loss of generality that ri ≥ rj ≥ rk ≥ αd−2ri. For the orientation tohange, at least one of Oivi, Ojvj , or Okvk must be at least half of the smallest altitude ofthe triangle OiOjOk, whih is at least rk

2
.On the other hand, as we have seen before, eah of these numbers is smaller than

dsi√
2
≤ ri/r

∗
√
2

=
αd−2ri

2
≤ rk

2whih ompletes the proof.Now we are ready to omplete the proof of Theorem 8.1. Take an edge vivj of G, with
ri ≥ rj ≥ αd−2ri. The length of this edge an be bounded from above by

vivj ≤ OiOj +Oivi +Ojvj ≤ ri + rj +
dsi√
2
+

dsj√
2
≤ 2ri +

√
2dsi ≤ 2ri +

√
2ri/r

∗

≤ ri/r
∗(2r∗ +

√
2) ≤ rj/r

∗

αd−2
(2r∗ +

√
2) <

dsj+1

αd−2
(
2
√
2

αd−2
+
√
2).Aording to our onstrution, the oordinates of vj are integers divisible by dsj , andthe oordinates of vi are integers divisible by dsi ≥ dsj , thus also by dsj .Thus, shrinking the edge vivj by a fator of dsj , we obtain a segment whose endpointsare integer points at a distane at most d

αd−2 (
2
√
2

αd−2 +
√
2). Denoting this number by R(d),we obtain that the number of possible slopes for vivj , and hene for any other edge in theembedding, annot exeed the number of integer points in a disk of radius R(d) aroundthe origin. Thus, the planar slope number of any triangulated planar graph of maximumdegree d is at most roughly R2(d)π = O(d2/α4d), whih ompletes the proof. �Our proof is based on the result of Malitz and Papakostas that does not have an algo-rithmi version. However, with some reverse engineering, we an obtain a nondeterministialgorithm for drawing a triangulated planar graph of bounded degree with a bounded num-ber of slopes. Beause of the enormous onstants in our expressions, this algorithm is onlyof theoretial interest. Here is a brief sketh.Nondeterministi algorithm. First, we guess the three verties of the outer fae andtheir oordinates in the grid saled aording to their radii. Then embed the remainingverties one by one. For eah vertex, we guess the radius of the orresponding disk as wellas its oordinates in the proportionally saled grid. This algorithm runs in nondeterministi

O(dn) time.8.2 One Bend per Edge - Proof of Theorem 8.2In this setion, we represent edges by nonrossing polygonal paths, eah onsisting ofat most two segments. Our goal is to establish Theorem 8.2, whih states that the totalnumber of diretions assumed by these segments grows at most linearly in d.72



The proof of Theorem 8.2 is based on a result of Fraysseix et al. [FOR94℄, aording towhih every planar graph an be represented as a ontat graph of T -shapes. A T -shapeonsists of a vertial and a horizontal segment suh that the upper endpoint of the vertialsegment lies in the interior of the horizontal segment. The vertial and horizontal segmentsof T are alled its leg and hat, while their point of intersetion is the enter of the T -shape.The two endpoints of the hat and the bottom endpoint of the leg are alled ends of the
T -shape.Two T -shapes are nonrossing if the interiors of their segments are disjoint. Two T -shapes are tangent to eah other if they are nonrossing but they have a point in ommon.Lemma 8.6. (Fraysseix et al.) The verties of any planar graph with n verties an berepresented by nonrossing T -shapes suh that1. two T -shapes are tangent to eah other if and only if the orresponding verties areadjaent;2. the enters and the ends of the T -shapes belong to an n× n grid.Moreover, suh a representation an be omputed in linear time.The proof of the lemma is based on the anonial ordering of the verties of a planargraph, introdued in [FPP89℄.Proof of Theorem 8.2. Consider a representation of G by T -shapes satisfying the ondi-tions in the lemma. See Figure 32(a). For any v ∈ V (G), let Tv denote the orresponding
T -shape. We de�ne a drawing of G, in whih the vertex v is mapped to the enter of Tv.To simplify the presentation, the enter of Tv is also denoted by v. For any uv ∈ E(G),let puv denote the point of tangeny of Tu and Tv. The polygonal path upuvv onsists ofa horizontal and a vertial segment, and these paths together almost form a drawing of
G with one bend per edge, using segments of two di�erent slopes. The only problem isthat these paths partially overlap in the neighborhoods of their endpoints. Therefore, wemodify them by replaing their horizontal and vertial piees by almost horizontal andalmost vertial ones, as follows.For any 1 ≤ i ≤ d, let αi denote the slope of the (almost horizontal) line onnetingthe origin (0, 0) to the point (2in,−1). Analogously, let βi denote the slope of the (almostvertial) line passing through (0, 0) and (1, 2in).Fix a T -shape Tv in the representation of G. It is tangent to at most d other T -shapes.Starting at its enter v, let us pass around Tv in the ounterlokwise diretion, so that we�rst visit the upper left side of its hat, then its lower left side, then the left side and rightside of its leg, et. We number the points of tangenies along Tv in this order. (Note thatthere are no points of tangenies on the lower side of the hat.)Suppose now that the hat of a T -shape Tu is tangent to the leg of Tv, and let puv betheir point of tangeny. Assume that puv was the number i point of tangeny along Tu andthe number j point of tangeny along Tv. Let p′uv denote the unique point of intersetion ofthe (almost horizontal) line through u with slope αi and the (almost vertial) line through
v with slope βj . In our drawing of G, the edge uv will be represented by the polygonal path
up′uvv. See Figure 32() for the resulting drawing and Figure 32(b) for a version distortedfor the human eye to show the underlying struture.73
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()Figure 32: Representation with T -shapes and the drawing with one bend per edgeSine the segments we used are almost horizontal or vertial, the modi�ed edges up′uvvare very lose (within distane 1/2) of the original polygonal paths upuvv. Thus, no twononadjaent edges an ross eah other. On the other hand, the order in whih we pikedthe slopes around eah v guarantees that no two edges inident to v will ross or overlap.This ompletes the proof.8.3 Two Bends per Edge - Proof of Theorem 8.3In this setion, we draw the edges of a planar graph by polygonal paths with at mosttwo bends. Our aim is to establish Theorem 8.3.Note that the statement is trivially true for d = 1 and is false for d = 2. It is su�ientto prove Theorem 8.3 for even values of d. For d = 4, the assertion was �rst proved byLiu et al. [LMS91℄ and later, independently, by Biedl and Kant [BK98℄ (also that theonly exeption is the otahedral graph). The latter approah is based on the notion of
st-ordering of bionneted (2-onneted) graphs from Lempel et al. [LEC67℄. We will showthat this method generalizes to higher values of d ≥ 5. As it is su�ient to prove thestatement for even values of d, from now on we suppose that d ≥ 6 even. We will arguethat it is enough to onsider bionneted graphs. Then we review some ruial laims from[BK98℄ that will enable us to omplete the proof. We start with some notation.Take d ≥ 5 lines that an be obtained from a vertial line by lokwise rotation by
0, π/d, 2π/d, . . . , (d − 1)π/d degrees. Their slopes are alled the d regular slopes. We willuse these slopes to draw G. Sine these slopes depend only on d and not on G, it is enoughto prove the theorem for onneted graphs. If a graph is not onneted, its omponentsan be drawn separately.In this setion we always use the term �slope� to mean a regular slope. The diretedslope of a direted line or segment is de�ned as the angle (mod 2π) of a lokwise ro-tation that takes it to a position parallel to the upward direted y-axis. Thus, if thedireted slopes of two segments di�er by π, then they have the same slope. We say thatthe slopes of the segments inident to a point p form a ontiguous interval if the set
~S ⊂ {0, π/d, 2π/d, . . . , (2d− 1)π/d} of direted slopes of the segments direted away from
p, has the property that for all but at most one α ∈ ~S, we have that α+π/d mod 2π ∈ ~S74



(see Figure 35).Finally, we say that G admits a good drawing if G has a planar drawing suh that everyedge has at most 2 bends, every segment of every edge has one of the ⌈d/2⌉ regular slopes,and the slopes of the segments inident to any vertex form a ontiguous interval. If t is avertex whose degree is at least two but less than d, then we an de�ne the two extremalsegments at t as the segments orresponding to the slopes at the two ends of the ontiguousinterval formed by the slopes of all the segments inident to t. Also de�ne the t-wedge asthe in�nite one bounded by the extension of the two extremal segments, whih ontainsall segments inident to t and none of the �missing� segments. See Figure 33. For a degreeone vertex t we de�ne the t-wedge as the in�nite one bounded by the extension of therotations of the segment inident to t around t by ±π/2d.
t

(a)
t

(b)Figure 33: The t-wedgeTo prove Theorem 8.3, we show by indution that every onneted planar graph withmaximum degree d ≥ 6 with an arbitrary t vertex whose degree is stritly less than d admitsa good drawing that is ontained in the t-wedge. Note that suh a vertex always existbeause of Euler's polyhedral formula, thus Theorem 8.3 is indeed a diret onsequeneof this statement. First we show how the indution step goes for graphs that have a utvertex, then (after a lot of de�nitions) we prove the statement also for bionneted graphs(without the indution hypothesis).Lemma 8.7. Let G be a onneted planar graph of maximum degree d, let t ∈ V (G) be avertex whose degree is stritly smaller than d, and let v ∈ V (G) be a ut vertex. Supposethat for any onneted planar graph G′ of maximum degree d, whih has fewer than |V (G)|verties, and for any vertex t′ ∈ V (G′) whose degree is stritly smaller than d, there is agood drawing of G′ that is ontained in the t′-wedge. Then G also admits a good drawingthat is ontained in the t-wedge.Proof. Let G1, G2, . . . denote the onneted omponents of the graph obtained fromG afterthe removal of the ut vertex v, and let G∗
i be the subgraph of G indued by V (Gi)∪ {v}.If t = v is a ut vertex, then by the indution hypothesis eah G∗

i has a good drawingin the v-wedge∗. After performing a suitable rotation for eah of these drawings, and
∗Of ourse the v-wedges for the di�erent omponents are di�erent.75



identifying their verties orresponding to v, the lemma follows beause the slopes of thesegments inident to v form a ontiguous interval in eah omponent.If t 6= v, then let Gj be the omponent ontaining t. Using the indution hypothesis, G∗
jhas a good drawing. Also, eah G∗

i for i ≥ 2 has a good drawing in the v-wedge. As in theprevious ase, the lemma follows by rotating and possibly saling down the omponentsfor i 6= j and again identifying the verties orresponding to v.In view of Lemma 8.7, in the sequel we onsider only bionneted graphs. We need thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 8.8. An ordering of the verties of a graph, v1, v2, . . . , vn, is said to be an st-ordering if v1 = s, vn = t, and if for every 1 < i < n the vertex vi has at least one neighborthat preedes it and a neighbor that follows it.In [LEC67℄, it was shown that any bionneted graph has an st-ordering, for any hoieof the verties s and t. In [BK98℄, this result was slightly strengthened for planar graphs,as follows.Lemma 8.9. (Biedl-Kant) Let DG be a drawing of a bionneted planar graph, G, withverties s and t on the outer fae. Then G has an st-ordering for whih s = v1, t = vn and
v2 is also a vertex of the outer fae and v1v2 is an edge of the outer fae.We de�ne Gi to be the subgraph of G indued by the verties v1, v2, . . . , vi. Note that
Gi is onneted. If i is �xed, we all the edges between V (Gi) and V (G)\V (Gi) the pendingedges. For a drawing of G, DG, we denote by DGi

the drawing restrited to Gi and to aninitial part of eah pending edge onneted to Gi.Proposition 8.10. In the drawing DG guaranteed by Lemma 8.9, vi+1, . . . vn and thepending edges are in the outer fae of DGi
.Proof. Suppose for ontradition that for some i and j > i, vj is not in the outer fae of

DGi
. We know that vn is in the outer fae of DGi

as it is on the outer fae of DG, thus vnand vj are in di�erent faes of DGi
. On the other hand, by the de�nition of st-ordering,there is a path in G between vj and vn using only verties from V (G)\V (Gi). The drawingof this path in DG must lie ompletely in one fae of DGi

. Thus, vj and vn must also lie inthe same fae, a ontradition. Sine the pending edges onnet V (Gi) and V (G) \ V (Gi),they must also lie in the outer fae.By Lemma 8.9, the edge v1v2 lies on the boundary of the outer fae of DGi
, for any

i ≥ 2. Thus, we an order the pending edges onneting V (Gi) and V (G) \ V (Gi) bywalking in DG from v1 to v2 around DGi
on the side that does not onsist of only the v1v2edge, see Figure 34(a). We all this the pending-order of the pending edges between V (Gi)and V (G) \ V (Gi) (this order may depend on DG). Proposition 8.10 impliesProposition 8.11. The edges onneting vi+1 to verties preeding it form an interval ofonseutive elements in the pending-order of the edges between V (Gi) and V (G) \ V (Gi).76
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(b) The preeding neighbors of vi+1are onseutive in the pending-orderFigure 34: Properties of the st-orderingFor an illustration see Figure 34(a).Two drawings of the same graph are said to be equivalent if the irular order of theedges inident to eah vertex is the same in both drawings. Note that in this order we alsoinlude the pending edges (whih are di�erentiated with respet to their yet not drawnend).Now we are ready to �nish the proof of Theorem 8.3, as the following lemma is theonly missing step.
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(b) Adding vi; partial edges added in thisstep are drawn with dashed linesFigure 35: Drawing with at most two bendsLemma 8.12. For any bionneted planar graph G with maximum degree d ≥ 6 and forany vertex t ∈ V (G) with degree stritly less then d, G admits a good drawing that isontained in the t-wedge. 77



Proof. Take a planar drawing DG of G suh that t is on the outer fae and pik anothervertex, s, from the outer fae. Apply Lemma 8.9 to obtain an st-ordering with v1 = s, v2,and vn = t on the outer fae of DG suh that v1v2 is an edge of the outer fae. We willbuild up a good drawing of G by starting with v1 and then adding v2, v3, . . . , vn one byone to the outer fae of the urrent drawing. As soon as we add a new vertex vi, we alsodraw the initial piees of the pending edges, and we make sure that the resulting drawingis equivalent to the drawing DGi
.Another property of the good drawing that we maintain is that every edge onsists ofpreisely three piees. (Atually, an edge may onsist of fewer than 3 segments, beausetwo onseutive piees are allowed to have the same slope and form a longer segment) Themiddle piee will always be vertial, exept for the middle piee of v1v2.Suppose without loss of generality that v1 follows diretly after v2 in the lokwiseorder of the verties around the outer fae of DG. Plae v1 and v2 arbitrarily in the planeso that the x�oordinate of v1 is smaller than the x�oordinate of v2. Connet v1 and v2by an edge onsisting of three segments: the segments inident to v1 and v2 are vertialand lie below them, while the middle segment has an arbitrary non-vertial regular slope.Draw a horizontal auxiliary line l2 above v1 and v2. Next, draw the initial piees of theother (pending) edges inident to v1 and v2, as follows. For i = 1, 2, draw a short segmentfrom vi for eah of the edges inident to it (exept for the edge v1v2, whih has alreadybeen drawn) so that the direted slopes of the edges (inluding v1v2) form a ontiguousinterval and their irular order is the same as in DG. Eah of these short segments will befollowed by a vertial segment that reahes above l2. These vertial segments will belongto the middle piees of the orresponding pending edges. Clearly, for a proper hoie of thelengths of the short segments, no rossings will be reated during this proedure. So far thisdrawing, inluding the partially drawn pending edges between V (G2) and V (G) \ V (G2),will be equivalent to the drawing DG2

. As the algorithm progresses, the vertial segmentswill be further extended above l2, to form the middle segments of the orresponding edges.For an illustration, see Figure 35(a).The remaining verties vi, i > 2, will be added to the drawing one by one, while main-taining the property that the drawing is equivalent to DGi
and that the pending-order ofthe atual pending edges oinides with the order in whih their vertial piees reah theauxiliary line li. At the beginning of step i + 1, these onditions are obviously satis�ed.Now we show how to plae vi+1.Consider the set X of intersetion points of the vertial (middle) piees of all pendingedges between V (Gi) and V (G) \V (Gi) with the auxiliary line li. By Proposition 8.11, theintersetion points orresponding to the pending edges inident to vi+1 must be onseutiveelements of X . Let m be (one of) the median element(s) of X . Plae vi+1 at a point above

m, so that the x-oordinates of vi+1 and m oinide, and onnet it to m. (In this way, theorresponding edge has only one bend, beause its seond and third piee are both vertial.)We also onnet vi+1 to the upper endpoints of the appropriately extended vertial segmentspassing through the remaining elements of X , so that the direted slopes of the segmentsleaving vi+1 form a ontiguous interval of regular slopes. For an illustration see Figure35(b). Observe that this step an always be performed, beause, by the de�nition of st-orderings, the number of edges leaving vi+1 is stritly smaller than d. This is not neessarilytrue in the last step, but then we have vn = t, and we assumed that the degree of t was78



smaller than d. To omplete this step, draw a horizontal auxiliary line li+1 above vi+1 andextend the vertial portions of those pending edges between V (Gi) and V (G) \V (Gi) thatwere not inident to vi+1 until they hit the line li+1. (These edges remain pending in thenext step.) Finally, in a small viinity of vi+1, draw as many short segments from vi+1 usingthe remaining direted slopes as many pending edges onnet vi+1 to V (G)\V (Gi+1). Makesure that the direted slopes used at vi+1 form a ontiguous interval and the irular orderis the same as in DG. Continue eah of these short segments by adding a vertial pieethat hits the line li+1. The resulting drawing, inluding the partially drawn pending edges,is equivalent to DGi+1
.In the �nal step, if we plae the auxiliary line ln−1 high enough, then the whole drawingwill be ontained in the vn-wedge and we obtain a drawing that meets the requirements.8.4 Lower BoundsIn this setion, we onstrut a sequene of planar graphs, providing a nontrivial lowerbound for the planar slope number of bounded degree planar graphs. They also requiremore than the trivial number (⌈d/2⌉) slopes, even if we allow one bend per edge. Rememberthat if we allow two bends per edge, then, by Theorem 8.3, for all graphs with maximumdegree d ≥ 3, exept for the otahedral graph, ⌈d/2⌉ slopes are su�ient, whih bound isoptimal.Theorem 8.13. For any d ≥ 3, there exists a planar graph Gd with maximum degree d,whose planar slope number is at least 3d− 6. In addition, any drawing of Gd with at mostone bend per edge requires at least 3

4
(d− 1) slopes.
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′(a) A straight line drawing of G6
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c(b) At most four segments startingfrom a, b, c an use the same slopein a drawing of Gd with one bendper edgeFigure 36: Lower boundsProof. The onstrution of the graph Gd is as follows. Start with a graph of 6 verties,onsisting of two triangles, abc and a′b′c′, onneted by the edges aa′, bb′, and cc′ (see Figure79



36(a)). Add to this graph a yle C of length 3(d−3), and onnet d−3 onseutive vertiesof C to a, the next d − 3 of them to b, and the remaining d − 3 to c. Analogously, add ayle C ′ of length 3(d− 3), and onnet one third of its verties to a′, one third to b′, onethird to c′. In the resulting graph, Gd, the maximum degree of the verties is d.In any rossing-free drawing of Gd, either C lies inside the triangle abc or C ′ lies insidethe triangle a′b′c′. Assume by symmetry that C lies inside abc, as in Figure 36(a).If the edges are represented by straight-line segments, the slopes of the edges inidentto a, b, and c are all di�erent, exept that aa′, bb′, and cc′ may have the same slope as someother edge. Thus, the number of di�erent slopes used by any straight-line drawing of Gdis at least 3d− 6.Suppose now that the edges of Gd are represented by polygonal paths with at most onebend per edge. Assume, for simpliity, that every edge of the triangle abc is representedby a path with exatly one bend (otherwise, an analogous argument gives an even betterresult). Consider the 3(d− 3) polygonal paths onneting a, b, and c to the verties of theyle C. Eah of these paths has a segment inident to a, b, or c. Let S denote the set ofthese segments, together with the 6 segments of the paths representing the edges of thetriangle abc.Claim 8.14. The number of segments in S with any given slope is at most 4.Proof. The sum of the degrees of any polygon on k verties is (k − 2)π. Every diretion isovered by exatly k− 2 angles of a k-gon (ounting eah side 1/2 times at its endpoints).Thus, if we take every other angle of a hexagon, then, even inluding its sides, everydiretion is overed at most 4 times. (See Figure 36(b).)The laim now implies that for any drawing of G with at most one bend per edge, weneed at least (3(d− 3) + 6)/4 = 3
4
(d− 1) di�erent slopes.
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Part IIIConjetures, Bibliography and CV9 Summary of Interesting Open Questions and Conje-tures9.1 Questions about Deomposition of CoveringsConjeture. (Pah) All planar onvex sets are over-deomposable.Conjeture 3.11. There is a onstant m suh that any m-fold overing of the plane withtranslates of a onvex quadrilateral an be deomposed into two overings.Conjeture 3.12. For any over-deomposable polygon P , mk(P ) = O(k).In fat, the following, more general version seems to be open.Question 9.1. Is it true that for any set P , mk(P ) = O(k)?We annot even say anything about deomposition into three overings.Question 9.2. Is it true that for any set P , if m2(P ) exists then m3(P ) also exists?This latter an be asked about abstrat sets instead of geometri sets in the followingway.Suppose we have a �nite system of sets, F . We say that a multiset M is a multiset of
F if its elements are from F . We say that M is t-fold if for every element of the ground setthere are at least t sets from M that ontain it. We say that M is k-wise deomposable ifwe an olor the sets from M with k olors suh that every element is ontained in a setof eah olor. De�ne mk as the smallest number suh that if a multiset of F is mk-fold,then it is also k-wise deomposable. This number always exists as it is easy to see that
mk ≤ (k − 1)|F|+ 1.Question 9.3. Can we bound m3(F) with some funtion of m2(F)?(Independently from F .)Question 9.4. Is it true that mk(F) = O(k ·m2(F))?Tardos [T09℄ proved a strongly related result. For any m he onstruted a set system,
F , that overs the ground set m-fold and any 2-fold overing of the ground set with asubsystem of F is deomposable into two overings but F annot be deomposed intothree overings.Conjeture 4.11. Three-dimensional onvex sets are not over-deomposable.Conjeture 4.12. Closed, onvex polygons are over-deomposable.Question 4.13. Are there polygons that are not totally-over-deomposable but plane-over-deomposable? 81



Finally, another �nite problem that has a strong onnetion to over-deomposition.Question 9.5. For A ⊂ [n] denote by ai the ith smallest element of A.For two k-element sets, A,B ⊂ [n], we say that A ≤ B if ai ≤ bi for every i.A k-uniform hypergraph H ⊂ [n] is alled a shift-hain if for any hyperedges, A,B ∈ H,we have A ≤ B or B ≤ A. (So a shift-hain has at most k(n− k) + 1 hyperedges.)Is it true that shift-hains have Property B∗ if k is large enough?An a�rmative answer would be a huge step towards Pah's onjeture, that all planaronvex sets are over-deomposable. To see this, for any �xed onvex set C and natural k,and any y real number, de�ne C(k; y) as the translate of C whih(1) ontains exatly k points of a given point set, S,(2) the enter of C has y-oordinate y,(3) the enter of C has minimal x-oordinate,if suh a translate exists. If we assoiate i ∈ [n] to the element of S with the ith smallest
y-oordinate, then an easy geometri argument shows that H = {C(k; y) ∩ S|y ∈ R} is ashift-hain.For k = 2 there is a trivial ounterexample to the question: (12),(13),(23).A magial ounterexample was found for k = 3 by a omputer program by Fulek [F10℄:(123),(124),(125),(135),(145),(245),(345),(346),(347),(357),(367),(467),(567),(568),(569),(579),(589),(689),(789).If we allow the hypergraph to be the union of two shift-hains (with the same order),then the onstrution in Setion 4 gives a ounterexample for any k, so arguments usingthat the average degree is small (like the Lovász Loal Lemma) probably fail.

∗A hypergraph H has Property B if we an olor its verties with two olors suh that no hyperedge ismonohromati. 82



9.2 Questions about Slope Number of GraphsConjeture 5.1. The slope number of graphs with maximum degree 4 is unbounded.Question 9.6. Can every ubi graph be drawn with the four basi diretions∗?What if no three verties an be ollinear?Question 7.11. Is it possible to draw all ubi graphs with a bounded number of slopes ona polynomial sized grid?Question 9.7. Does the planar slope number of planar graphs with maximum degree dgrow exponentially or polynomially with d?Conjeture 9.8. We an �x O(d) slopes suh that any planar graph with maximum degree
d an be drawn with these slopes if eah edge an have one bend.

∗Vertial, horizontal and the two diagonal (45◦) diretions.83
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